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A COURT OF DIRECTORS AT THE BANK 

THURSDAY 7 APRIL 1994 

Present 

Edward Alan John George, Esq, Governor 

Sir David Gerald Scholey, CBE 

Sir Colin Ross Corness 

Mrs Frances Anne Heaton 

Sir Christopher Anthony Hogg 

Pendarel l Hugh Kent, Esq 

Sir John Chippendale Lindley Keswick 

Mervyn Allister King, Esq 

Sir David Bryan Lees 

Ms Sheila Valerie Masters 

Ian Plenderleith, Esq 

Professor Sir Roland Smith 

Sir Colin Grieve Southgate 

Hugh Christopher Emlyn Harris, Esq 
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The Minutes of the Court of 24 March and those of the Meeting 

of 31 March, having been circulated, were approved. 

At ~he Governor's invitation, Mr Everett, the Head of Premises 

Division attended Court to speak about the work of the Premises 

Division. 

In introducing his Report, Mr Everett said that Directors would 

be aware of the Bank's expectations from the Premises Division 

because most organisations had a similar operation. The 

Division was responsible for the supply and maintenance of 

services to London properties and the Bran~hes, but did not 

look after the Printing Works in Essex, nor the Registrar's 

Department in Gloucester . However, there was an ongoing 
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exchange of information between them and, in respect of the 

Registrar's Department, the Premises Div1sion gave guidance 

when necessary. The management of the Bank's properties did 

not come under his Division. 

The core purpose of the Division was the cost eff~ctive 

provision of services. Nearly all the managers had a high 

technical content in their jobs and were concerned to see that; 

systems were designed and assets were installed to provide the~ 

services required by users . They were responsible for the 

delivery of services and each function had its own budgetary 

responsibility. Mr Everett explained that his role was to 

direct the action of the managers, especially to ensure a cost:

effective approach to planning, projects and services; to 

bring about a reduction in overhead expenditure to the Bank; 

and to ensure the managers and staff worked together to achieve 

the core purpose, not least in a safe environment. 

The pressure points for the Division's operations arose from 

the nature of the Bank's main tasks and the need for high 

technology-based information systems covering markets and 

banking-dealing operations, surveillance, settlement and 

security systems. The Division's users re l ied on power for 

their provision and this had determined the complex power 

arrangements which were now provided in the Bank. For Head 

Office ctnd Bctnk Buildings, which were linked through ducts 

under Princes street, the London Electricity power supply was 

backed up by four generators on standby which provided priority 

sequenced supply to users when required. Power was supplied 

around the building through sub-stationsj and for cr1tical 

users, supplies could be provided from more tha n one sub

station. In local areas some users had bactery driven devices 

which provided short duration uninterruptable power supply. 

These were particularly useful when there were short duration 

power breaks, of a half a second to one second, in the grid, 

which could bring down unprotected computer-based systems. 

Security systems' support was also a very important part of the 

Division's operational role. 
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On the building side, the re- design of offices in certain parts 

of Head Office had to be undertaken in the style of the 

architects, principally Herbert Baker . The building shape was 

itself uneconomic, having a very high wal l to floor ratio, wit h 

the inevitable high costs of decorating; a general loss of 

heat ; and poor s pace availability for the size of the site we 

occupled . 

Most of the Division's management team were involved in 

projects which were numerous, various , and almost exclusively 

involved professional teams and contractors from outside the 

Bank . On the engineering side the objective of most project s 

was to replace plant and systems which were inefficient because 

of breakdown and high running costs. At the Hranches we wer e 

replacing heating and ventilating systems which were around 

25 years old. The replacement of obsolete security systems 

and the introduction of fire detection and alarm systems for 

fire certification purposes was also a particularly challenging 

project area. 

Building projects were mostly office moves and major works we r e 

anticipated once the post- Ashridge re-organisation was 

finalised . One further project of note had been the 

successful completion of the cleaning and flondlighting of th e 

Bank tor the Tercentenary : this had been achieved on time 

despite the bankruptcy of the main contractor during the 

project . 

The core purpose NoS cost effective provision of serv~ces which 

was Mr Everett's major pre-occupation. He expla1ned that he 

was not a technician and his previous experience in the Bank 

had been in a number of policy management type jobs involving 

management techniques, and finance and budgccing. On his 

arrival in the Premises Division he had found a highly 

committed, well-qualified, technical workforce but they were 

pre- occu pied solely with techn ical issues . Over the years, h e 

h a d work ed with t h e techn ical managers, slimming dow n t he 

int ernal team, including management, and introducing management 

into their jobs. As a result the internal workforce overal l 
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been reduced from over 500 in the mid-1980s to under 300 by the 

coming year. Two levels of general management and two levels 

of technical management had been removed and the roles of Chief 

Engineer and Chief Surveyor had been dispensed with. Managers 

carried out their own co-ordination by communicating with each 

other on common issues and problems. In terms of Bank-wide 

nomenclature one mdnager was the equivalent ot a Zone 2 

Official and the others either Zone lB or Zone lA. 

Mr Everett said that four years ago h e had launched a cost 

reduction exercise which was due to be completed in the current 

budget year. A further review had been initiated a year ago 

for implementation in 1995/96 . This had anticipated the 

Deputy Governor' s call tor options for expenditure reductions 

in overhead areas and the Premises Division contribution had 

been significant ln reaching the target reduction required . 

For the future he was taking a number of initiatives on target 

setting and on rev iewing the performance of assets with the 

objective of achieving a f urther reduction in maintenance 

costs. Other preoccupations would be to consider further 

outsourcing of services, and energy management, where a target 

reduction ot 5% had been set. outsourcing had not been an easy 

route for the Bank to take for security reasons, but experience 

with contract cleaning in Bank Buildings, and its extension to 

Head Office, had resulted in considerable savings. 

In thanking Mr Everett for his report, the Governor said that 

most of the Bank took the provision of the serv ices for 

granted, which, in itself, was a compliment to Mr Everett and 

the work of his Division . 

In response to Sir Christopher Hogg's enquiry about how the 

potential for a reduction in staff had been identified, 

Mr Everett said that he came to the job ~ith considerable 

background having been the Premises Division's budget analyst, 

and from that viewpoint had seen c h anges that could be made. 
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Sir Chips Kesw ick e nquired whether the Bank had a disas t er plan 

which provided facilities outsid e the City? In response , 

Mr Everett said that there was a Bank-wide Contingency Planning 

Committee and an overall Contingency Planning Co-ordinator, but 

each Department was responsible for its own contingency plans. 

Mr Plenderleith said that alternative facilities had been 

identified with in the Bank's own buildings, and we also had 

access to other institutions' faci l ities , eg for deali ng e t c , 

but these were all in the City. Sir Chips thought this was a 

pote nt ially dangerous situation. 

In response to Sir Roland Smith's enquiry about safety in, and 

evacuation from, the Bank, Mr Everett explained that such 

safety was a joint responsibility of the Premises Division and 

the Banking Department. Currently they were reviewing the 

evacuation procedures, particularly t l1ose for the disabled . 

Sir Colin Southqate was interested to know if the Bank had 

targets for environmentdl issues and Mr Harris replied that the 

Bank's response to these issues Has currently being developed 

and we were drawing on the experience of other City 

institutions . Sir David Scholey enquired whether there was 

a ny co-operation between the Bank and the City Corpor~tion so 

far as our listed buildings were concerned. Mr Everett said 

that there was a close working relationship between the Bank 

and the corporation, particularly his relationship w1th the 

City Engineer. There was a considerable sharing of 

information between the two organisations, but no sharing of 

staff . 

In response to Sir Colin Corness ' s enquiry about the proportion 

of space in Bank buildings which was unoccupied, Mr Hdrrls said 

that this was relatively small. Some space was available in 

Bank Buildings which was used as a shunt area while office 

replanning was taking place , and, in addition, there was a 

small area vacant on the ground floor at New Change . 

There being no comments on the weekly figures, Mr Plenderleith 

spoke about the forei gn exchanges i ncludi ng the Official 



Reserves figures for March and the state of the domestic 

mar kets. 
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At the Governor's invitation and with the agreement of Member s 

of court, Mr Smith, Head of the Industrial Finance Division, 

and the author of t he paper "The Lonclon Approach: 

recent developments including debt trading " , attended court for 

the following discussion . 

introduced the paper by drawing attent ion to the 'main 

t enets' of the London Approach namely that: - banks are 

initially supportive and don't rush to appoint receivers ; 

decisions about a company's future are made on the basis of 

reliable information ~h1ch is shared among all the parties to a 

workout; banks, and where appropriat~ othPr creditors, work 

together to reach a collective view on whether and how a 

company should be given financial support; and pain is shared 

on a equitdble bdsis. The Approach has a goou track record -

with the Bank being involved as " honest broker" in some 150 

cases which were the tip of an iceberg, most of which was 

managed by the banks without reference to the Bank of England . 

He mentioned the issues which had been looked ut recently . He 

cited the secondary market in distressed debt as the most 

significant of these issues but explained that the conclusion 

of widespread discussion was that it would be inappropriate to 

impose restrictions on the development of thi~ market, whilst 

fostering the spirit of the London Approach wi thin it . 

Mr Smith stressed the need to explain the difference in culture 

between the UK and, in particular, the USA ~here most players 

in this mdrket cdme from. There was some discussion as to 

whether 'different' implied better or worse. Mr King wondered 

if the London Approach existed to compensate for deficiencies 

in the UK insolvency procedures . It was accepted that there 

was room for improvement and that the current DTI proposals for 

reform might go some way to achieving this . On the other 

h a nd , Mr Kent argued that Ch apter 11 in the US was far from 

perfect . In agreeing , suggested that the London 
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Approach could reasonably be seen as an integral part of the UK 

solvency syst em . 

Sir David Scholey asked about the handling of the 

Metallgesellschaft case by the German banks. Mr Kent 

explained that the Bank of Japan and a number of mainland 

European institutions were actively considering what lessons 

they might learn for the London Approach and indeed one had 

sought a London banker's experience in dealiny with the 

Metallgesel lschaft case. He thought it had strained relations 

between the exposed banks. Sir Chips Keswick \·IUS convinced 

that a flexible and informal system was far more appropriate 

than a codified or legalistic one . The Governor agreed with 

this but recogn1sed that informal systems also required a 

shared ' ethos' : this was what thP London Approa~h sought to 

capture and build upon . 

Sir Chips Keswick asked if debt trading was in part driven by 

tax arbitrage opportunities, making the product more attractive 

to some nutionalities than others . Mr Smi th explained that we 

had not been conscious of th is but would look out for evidence . 

Sir David Lees noted that we had i nvest igated the possible 

causes of so many corporate difficulties seen in t he early 

1990's . He suggest ed t hat these might be drawn together in 

publ ished form. Mr Kent e xplained that WP h~d publicised our 

findings through speeches , drawing part icular attention to the 

shift from relationship to transactions banking. 

Sir David Scholey asked if there was a 'Bank vie~' on the 

desirabil i ty of major1ty voting . Mr Kent expldined that this 

was i nevitably someth1ng the banking community would have to 

resolve for themselves. It enta iled a trade-off between 

preserving an independent right of act ion and recognisi ng the 

collective benefit of limiting the scope for u minority player 

to disrupt a restructuring process . We were supporting the 

proposed c hanges to the insolvency procedures which effectively 

introduce majority voting; the banking commun ity was moving 

this way at least for less critical decisions other than 



advancing new money, extending a loan term, or changing the 

rate of interest. 
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Ms Masters asked if the trend to transactions banking would 

make the London Approach less tenable in tuture. Mr Kent 

acknowledged this risk but went on to say that thP Bank's role 

as intermediary had taken different forms over the years. The 

current form of the London Approach had served the community 

well during the past recession but would need to change and 

adapt with the changing market environment. The Governor 

agreed that the nature of our role might change in parallel 

with reform of the insolvency legislation but that our 

fundamental role as a catalyst would survive. 

Under the weekly executive report:-

1 

2 The Governor mentioned that the Chancellor of the 

Exchequer would be lunching at the Bank after Court on 

Thursday 1 December. 

/ 
r~ 



A COURT OF DIRECTORS AT THE BANK 

THURSDAY 14 APRIL 1994 

Present 

Edward Alan John George, Esq, Governor 

Rupert Lascelles Pennant- Rea, Esq, Deputy Governor 

Sir David James Scott Cooksey 

Sir Colin Ross Corness 

Mrs Frances Anne Heaton 

Sir Christopher Anthony Hogg 

Pendarell Hugh Kent, Esq 

sir John chippendale Lindley Keswick 

Mervyn Al l ister King, F.sq 

Sir David Brydn Lees 

Ms Sheila Valerie Masters 

Sir Christopher Jeremy Morse, KCMG 

Ian Plenderleith, Esq 

Brian Quinn, Esq 

Sir David Gerald Scholey, CBE 

Professor Sir Roland Smith 

Sir Colin Grieve Southgate 

Hugh ChrisLopher Emlyn Harris, Esq 

The Minutes of the last Court, having been ci rculated, were 

approved . 
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Details of the weekly figures and graphs relating to the state 

ot the toreign exchanges and the domestic markets were laid 

before Court. 

The Governor reminded Members that earlier thnt year Court had 

agreed that the committee to consider the securities of Certain 

Funds be stood down, and that responsibility for the investment 



management of the Staff Pension Fund be transferred to the 

Trustees of that Fund, who would agree with Court the 

investment strategy to be followed, and report regularly to 

Court on the per formance of the Fund. 
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Accordingly, to put this into effect, it was RESOLVED that in 

exercise of their powers under Clause 4 of the Bctnk of England 

Pension Fund Trust Deed, the Trustees are directed to apply or 

invest the Fund until further notice in accordance with 

strategy to be decided from time to time in consultation with 

Court, and to report to Court on the implementation of that 

strategy at intervals of not more than six months. 

At the Governor's invitation, and with the agreement of Members 

of Court : -

l Mr Rumins, the Head of Finance and Resource Planning 

Division, attended Court for the discussion of the two 

Reports of the Audit Committee which covered meetings of 

the Committee held on 14 October 1993, and 10 February, 

this year. 

~ir David Scholey, as Chairman ot the Audit Committee, at 

the time of the meetings, introduced theRe Reports which 

were lctid before court. In opening the ensuing 

discussion, Sir Jeremy Morse said he was reassured to hear 

of the proposals for dealing with the Bank'~ support 

operations in the published accounts. He enquired 

whether, in some years, this would mean that the accounting 

policies would be deemed to 'present fairly' t he state of 

affairs, as opposed to other years, being 'true and fair'. 

In reply, the Governor said no, as this would defeat the 

objective. We would adopt the term 'present fairly' as 

standard practice. Sir Colin Corness asked if the Bank is 

ready to rlisclose details of the support operation in 

respect ot the National Mortgage Bank in this year's 

accounts. The Governor said that the scale of our 

provision had been disclosed the previous year, but the 

question of disclosing the bulk had not yet been decided. 
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we had taken over the funding of NMB, and were thinking of 

taking over the Company itself. We would now be more 

reldxed about the disclosure of the NMB name. 

Mrs Heaton commented that she was concerned the Bank might 

attract criticism if secrecy over support operations was 

preserved i n the accounts. We should explain why we were 

doing so . The Governor said he agreed. He had gone into 

this question, purposely, in a lecture he had given last 

year, at the London School of Economics. There had been 

no public reaction, and parliamentary ren~tion had been 

positive. Therefore, we had adopted the position we had, 

but, it would need to be presented carefully . 

The Governor concluded by thanking the Audit Committee for 

its Reports a nd, i n particular, Sir David Scho ley, who had 

recently stood down as Chairman . 

2 Mr Saville, the Controller of the CREST Project and author 

of the paper 'CREST - Getting rid of paper in equity 

settlement', attended for the ensuing discussion. 

With reference to the Minutes of 24 February, which 

included a progress report on the CREST Project, Mr Kent 

introduced the paper which covered the detailed design 

phase of the Project, and highlighted certain issues still 

to be reso l ved. He reminded Court that it was just over 

one year ago that the Bank was invited to pick up the 

Pro j ect, yet we were now within four weeks of the 

specificat1ons being published. This reflected the 

extraordinary dedication of the design team. Ownership of 

CREST would be widespread across the securities industry, 

although, in this regard, there was still an issue to 

resolve with the Stock Exchange. 

Mr Saville said that CREST essentidlly was just a boring 

piece of infrastructure. Any emotions that arose were 

generdted, mainly, over the question of ownership between 

the Bank and the Stock Exchange and the role of the latter. 
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one of the main obJectives of CREST was to improve the 

efficiency of the wholesale market, ann to make London 

attractive for internationa l capital. It was necessary to 

ensure that retail investors, who hold certificates, have a 

genuine choice as to whether to use CREST o~ not . In this 

we had succeeded . The small investor would have a new 

opportunity to participate in CREST as a sponsored member . 

Investors would be able to become legal members of CREST, 

with their names appearing on the register - all, a t a 

relatively low annua l tariff. Mr Saville telt they could 

not do any more . He just hoped there would not be a revolt 

from retail investors . He concluded by saying that the 

City was sceptical as to whether or not the Bank would be 

able to have CREST in a working state by the end of 1995 . 

He believed we could; we had built three systems before . 

In opening the discussion, the Governor commented that 

whilst it might be a boring piece of infrastructure, it was 

very important for the market. Slr Jeremy Morse, in 

taking up the point that the retail investor would be able 

to use the system forever, asked it use might nevertheless 

die out . Mr Savil l e thought not, although the number of 

investors using the system would decline steddily . The 

corollary to th is question was whether or not CREST could 

cope with 7 to 8 million investors. 

was yes, and if necessary in 1997. 

The answer to this 

In response to 

Sir Jeremy Morse's second question, as to what the systems 

were that had been built previously, Mr Saville mentioned 

those for the settlement of Gilts, Money Markets and ECU 

securities . CREST was more complicated, and larger, but 

there were no ingredients that had not been used in the 

other systems . Sir Chris t opher Hogg sa1d he could not see 

why the Stock Exchange wanted a substantial shareholding in 

CREST. Mr Kent agreed. This was absolutely right , and 

we were awaiti ng the reaction of the rest of the market 

place Lo Lhis . If the Stock Exchange wanted t o provide 

the management, it could not a t the same time dominate 

ownership . The question over management was one for the 
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tuture owners to examine. However, the Bank was not yet 

in confrontation with the Stock Exchange ovPr this point. 

Ms Masters said she hoped to see CREST linked to other 

settlements systems in Europe. Mr Saville confirmed that 

this was an important strategic issue left open in the 

design. 

Declaring his interest as a Director of the Stock Exchange, 

Mr Plenderleith said that the Exchange had no wish for 

confront~t1on or, indeed, any desire to dominate CREST, 

especially after its experiences with TAURUS. It was more 

that, in view of the Exchange's responsibilities for the 

trading market, it had a logical interest in settlement 

arrangements. He added that one advantage of CREST was 

that it was capable of being linked to other such systems 

in other countries. The international dimension, said 

Mr Saville, was an interesting and complicated one. 

CREST comes in, other systems will be able to become 

When 

membPrs. The question of how to bridge thP gap between 

CREST and other systems, such as RTGS, would be dealt with 

in phase 2, after the end of phase 1 in 1996. However, 

CREST would need to make strategic decislur1s in this area 

in 1995. 

Sir Colin Southgate said he was delighted to hear 

Mr Plenderleith's comments about the Stock Exchunge, as he 

had concerns about the approach of the new Chief Executive. 

He went on to say that it was very important, with the 

introduct1on of any such system, that the users must be 

walked through the design to see what was in it for them; 

they must sign off on the design from the beg1nning. In 

response, Mr Saville said that the sevPn pPople in his team 

had had widespread consultations with all interested 

parties . For instance, they sent out newsletters to 3,000 

people, dnd made themselves available on the end of a 

telephone . In this context he mentioned two one-day 

conferences that were due to be held in London in May, so 

that people could hear what was proposed. The Governor 
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endorsed the point that there had been extensive 

discussions with institutional users. Mr s~ville added 

that, whilst it was evident that some firms had come to 

terms better than others with CREST, he did not see it as 

his duty to bring the worst up to the besl. 

Sir David Scholey said he had two questions. First: he 

wondered if there was a gap between delivery and payment. 

Second: the arrangements for the ending of the account. In 

answer, Mr Saville said that regarding delivery versus 

payment, full legal delivery involved getting on the 

register. The time it took to do this was being reduced 

from days to hours. The payment leg was instantaneous, but 

involved a possible exposure to the buyet's bank. The 

seller should thus negotiate his position with his bank, if 

he wished to avoid intra day exposure to the buyer's bank, 

whose identity he generally would not know. The risks 

were not large in relation to corresponding risks in the 

gilts market, and there was the prospect of their being 

resolvPd by RTGS, which was an option within CREST. In 

response to Sir David Scholey's second question, Mr Saville 

said that the account system allowed investors a sort of 

unmdrglned over-the-counter stock future; they could, for 

example, buy stock early in the account in the hope of 

selling before the end, without putting up any cash. The 

broker in essence provided free credit. 

Under short-dated rolling settlement this would still be 

possible, since market makers would need to make markets 

for non-standard settlement to facilitate the transaction 

of paper-based investors. The last could not hope to meet 

the two or three day rolling settlement, Whlch would 

probably become the norm in CREST. But the period 

generally available for such trading would be shorter. 

Some brokers would provide formal margin account 

arrangements, to allow investors to speculate for longer 

periods ; and some investors might make more use of trade 

options, to fill the gap. 
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For her part, Mrs Heaton thought there were a lot of risks 

in building a system and then handing it ovPr to another 

party to operate. She felt the operator should be 

appointed at an early stage so there was a seaMless web 

handover. Sir Roland smith saw, as a major policy issue, 

the fact that there did not appear to be any arrangements 

for the Bank to divest itself of its holding in CREST. 

Mr Kent agreed that this was indeed a major issue, but it 

did not cause difficulty. The major owners were coming 

together in the near future to form a shadow board . We 

would help them decide this, and other surh qtlestions. It 

was important thac the integration between ourselves and 

the operators went smoothly. We would not withdraw until 

the ONners and operators were running CREST. This posed 

the question of whether or not we should have a share after 

we had withdrawn from our operating role. Mr Kent said his 

view was a pragnatic one. We might need to do so for the 

sake of the City, in the context of strategic thinking. It 

was, perhaps, a question to be played by ear, nearer the 

time. S1r Jeremy Morse commented th~t he w~s against the 

Bank hav i ng any shareholding, drawing on the analogy of 3i . 

We should find another way. The Governor added that our 

beiny involved did not necessarily mean we should have a 

shareholding. 

J The Governor mentioned that a paper entitled 'A Report on 

Salary and Benefits 1993-1994' had been sent to Members 

recently for information and suggested that they speak to 

Mr Harris, directly 1 if they had any questions about the 

paper. 

Mr Rumins, the Head of Finance and Resource Planning 

Division, and 

, attended Court for the ensuing discussion . 

Moving on to consideration of the Bank 1 s budgets for 

1994/95 to 1997/98, the Deputy Governor said that the 

budget round had been conducted in an air o( unreality this 

year 1 in view of the re-organisation of the Bank arising 
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from Ashridge and the 1mplications this had for budgets . 

The figures that emerged represented a best estimate on the 

bas is of the Bank cont1nuing as it is . The Deputy 

Governor added that a l ook had been taken as well at the 

question of the financial framework and its c r i teria. 

However, this had not been concluded yet and it was 

possible it could result in different objectives being 

identified. Also, the current estimates represented the 

last that would be made under the stewardship of Mr Rumins, 

and the opportunity would be taken to revi ew how we present 

and draw up budgets . The Deputy Governor went on to say 

that there were a number of points he w1shed to draw to the 

attention o f Court. The total targeted Pxpe nditure for 

1994/95 as presented to court in september 1993 was 

£221 . 6 mn, to which should be added a number of ring-fenced 

items it hdd been decided to bring back into the total. 

These amounted to £2.1 mn, giving an overall total of 

£223.7 mn, which, when an allowance was made for i nflation, 

increased to £225 . 8 mn . The results of the budget round 

had produced a figure some £12 mn in excess. This was 

subsequently reduced by £2 mn, giving a final figure in 

excess of target of £10 mn. ~he main rPasons for this 

were the cost involved in the RTGS project, additional 

costs relating to the EMI, and possible l egal fees arising 

out of BCCI litigation . These had been foreseen when 

Court had discussed what the budget might look like last 

September . 

The Depucy Governor then drew Members' attention co the 

budget for additional items of £7.9 mn, compared with the 

estimate of £5 mn to £7 mn made the previou s September. 

He said he drew no comfort from the fact that current 

expend i ture was likely to be £10 mn in excess of target; 

but, on the basis of the evidence that h ad been presented, 

this coulrl not be avoided. It was hoped thnt the future 

years would reduce the excess and bring it back nearer to 

the tnrget profjle. There were certainly some prospects 

in this regard, especially from savings on premises outsidE~ 
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In commenting on the f 1gures, Sir Christopher Hogg said he 

was left with the overwhelming impression that the Bank 

attaches a huge amount of importance to the continuity of 

employment and, as a result, was not able to make savings, 

as in the private sector. He felt that, Ln the future, 

improved control of expenditure should arise from having a 

more flexible workforce . The Deputy Governor responded by 

saying that manpower had been reduced in the Bank and this 

would continue, with savings arising from technology. 

Some of the extra charges, such as those for EMI and BCCI, 

however, could not be avoided. 

Sir Colin Southgate found it disappointing that we could 

not find what was the equivalent of savings of 5% . He 

suggested that t he Bank should prepare its budgets from a 

zero ba~e. He asked how accurate the estimates were of 

expenditure in the outline years. Mr Rumins responded by 

saying they were a well calculated set of numbers 

representing the actual budgets of departments. Budget 

centrez were asked subsequently to account for how well 

they met their figures. He added that there had been a 14% 

reduct ion in expenditure i n real terms between 1991 and 

1Y94. Sir Chips Keswick suggested that profit and loss 

accounts were an element of a predatory culture. He did 

not subscribe to the philosophy that the only good budget 

was one that was less than the previous year's. Good 

mdndgement, on occasions, needed more money. The Governor 

commented that one of the problems lay w1th the fact that 

it was not possible to value output. Sensible objectives 

were identified through the budgetary framework. The 

Deputy Governor said that the Bank's profic and loss was 

driven to an extraordinary degree by the level of interest 

rates. We could not adjust spending according to every 

vagary of 1nterest rates. Sir David Scholey saw the Bank 

as having two responsibilities, to keep the rosts to its 

banking customers down, and, to provide an acceptable 

return for its shareholder. He did not see what the 

penalty would be for higher expenditure. What options had 

the Bank considered but rejected because of expenditure 
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levels? The Deputy Governor r eplied that we had not looked 

at taking out a whole activity. Fifty percent of our 

expenditure was recovered from HMT, so it we discontinued 

an act ivity we could cut both costs and inrone . We were 

trying to smooth our income better so that we were less 

vulnerable to the effects of the changes in interest rates. 

We were looking, as well, at how to reduce our burden on 

the banking system. Taking up the latter point, the 

Governor said this was one of three elements in our 

financial f ramework. We had reduced cash ratio deposits in 

1991 and 1992. Pressure on our expenditurP had not allowed 

us to go any turther, and we were unlikely to be able to do 

so in the fu ture . 

From his viewpoint, Mr Quinn said he felt an increasing 

sense of restriction, but with increased risks . The Bank 

had been asked to take on additional tasks such as CREST , 

RTGS and BITS . All this was putting an undue s train on 

the staff . This could result in accidents happening and 

staff }Paving. It raised the question of whether or not 

we s hou ld s top doing things or retuse to toke additional 

tasks on. Ms Masters said that others parts of t he public 

sector t aced just such questions. The answer was to build 

in be nch marking or to take the opportunity of the 

resttucturi ng to undertake zero bctsed budyeting. A 

fundamental review of the budgetary processes needed to 

take place . 

Sir Jeremy Morse reminded Members of Court that t he Bank 

had not been unwil l ing to make cut s in statf, a nd he cited 

the demise of Exchange Control as an example . He felt it 

was important that the Bank made e nough profit to cover 

costs and then have some over for independence. He did 

not think we should look tor swinge i ng cuts, but use the 

reorga ni sation to have a review of housekeeping. 

Sir Roland Smith did not see the Bank as a private sector 

company. I t was more like a corporate Head Office - a 

centrepiece or excellence and quality. The Bank could 
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always reduce cosLs, but it was necessary to balance this 

against the quality of the people. 

Mr Plenderleith said he agreed with Mr Quinn's comments. 

In Lhe Markets area they had had a hard look al their 

budget, and cut out some activities. It was not the 

quantity of resources that was critical, but the quality of 

staff. The pressures on the staff were different from 

elsewhere, because of the work, and its volume, as well as 

the pressures of expertise, and the speed of response that 

was necessary. He echoed the value of ZPro b~sed 

budgeting. The only problem was that this led to cutting 

out activities, such as technical assistance to Eastern 

Europe. 

The Deputy Governor commented that there wus u dangerous 

combination of factors at work in the Bank. First, the 

cmphusis on reducing expenditure to achieve productivity 

growth. Second, a growing mismatch between skills and 

tasks. The fundamental reason behind this mismatch was, 

third, the traditional policy of no redundancies. The 

combination of the three resulted in more and more pressure 

on a smaller number of people. somelhiny wuuld have to 

give. 

Taking up the point on redundancies, Mr Kent quoted the 

example of the Printing Works. The workforce has been 

reduced by 50% in a decade, and at the same time there had 

been an increase in productivity . There were Mare savings 

to come, but all these benefits were taken away because the 

cost of the operation was met by HMT. 

Sir David Lees said he was not clear wherP our shareholder 

saw us in the terms of our financial tramework . What did 

HMT see as the financial objectives of the Bank? Had they 

set down financial objectives for us? The Governor 

responded by saying that HMT impose cash limits on our 

expenditure with very specific obje~tives. HMT were 

prepared to leave us to do our own thing, providing we 
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showed we were respons1ble. The Bank continued to 

approach matters rationally, but we had to compromise 

between conflicting issues . We can introduce backbone 

into subjective judgements . An indicator was the number 

of hours worked by senior people and their hedlth. When 

the Ashridge structure was in place, we would look again at 

our financial framework . Sir David Lees added that we 

should look laterally a t whether or not a conventional 

profit und loss account was the right management tool . 

Could the figures be brought together in a more meaningful 

way? Sir Christopher Hogg suggested thot much of the 

problem lay with the policy of no redundanc ies. Mr Harris 

commented that there was a provision for r edundancy, but 

that it hdd not been used on a compulsor y basis. We had 

only 20 surplus staff. The Governor added that that 

number had been reduced over the last two to three years, 

but the question was: had the right people gone? It was 

not so much a question of the quality of staff but, more, 

greater demands for high quality people. 

Court then considered the review ot capital expenditure and 

the forecast of the Banking Department's Profit and Loss. 

, the Secretary of the Working Parties set up to 

consider the Ashridge proposals, remained for the 

discussion on the proposed new structure for the Bank. 

In introducing the latest proposals for the re-organisation 

of the Bank, the Deputy Governor reminded Court that the 

objectives of the Ashridge exercise were to bring the 

organisation of the Bank into line with its main 

objectives; to bring operational and analytical work 

closer together; and to ensure that the Bank had the right: 

number ot staft in the right places. Discussions within 

the two structural Working Parties were sufficiently far 

advanced to put out some draft organisation charts to seek 

views from staff and, on t his occasion, from Members of 

court . Referring back to the earlier discussion on the 

Bank's budget, the Deputy Governor said that this had been 
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a zero-based e xercise to see how the Bank should be 

organised to achieve its two main goals, of monetary 

stability and financial stability. The Working Parties 

had set out to define the tasks necessary to achieve 

stability; and then to consider how those tasks should be 

grouped together. The final part would be establishing 

how many p eople would be required to carry out those tasks. 

In referring to the chart setting out the proposals for 

Financial Stability, the Deputy Governor said that the 

right- hand side of this chart, which covered t he area 

described as Financial Infrastructure, included the issues 

relating to the Bank's third core purpose . This hdd been 

the most difficult territory to chart, and it was an area 

on which he would welcome the views of the Non-Executive 

Members of Court . 

In comnenting on these proposals, Sir Jeremy Morse said 

that, despite his previous Bank experience, he was no t 

fundamentally concerned about the lack of a separate 

" internationnl" area, as he accepted that the international 

dimension intluenced both the monetary and flndn~ial 

stabil i ty wings, and that worldwide events had an impact on 

both. He felt, therefore, that this was a better way of 

organising the Bank's international work . He was 

concerned, however, that there might be a short term 

problem with morale . Inevitably, there would be a general 

concern about jobs und, so fur us individuals from the 

International Divisions were concerned, where they would 

fit into the new structure . Sir Jeremy suggested, 

however, that they should feel more secure once they were 

sett led into one or other of the two proposed wings. 

Sir Jeremy supported the need tor a "Mr country" and 

suggested that, following that route, i t was perhaps odd 

that the r e were no plans for a "Mr I nternational ", 

part icularly for the representational role . He hoped, 

however, that one person would be given that central focus . 
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Reverting to the first of the Ashridge objectives - to 

br:ing the orga n isation of the Bank into line with its main 

objectives - Sir J eremy asked whether the concept was 

standing up well as the new structure developed . one test 

was the ease, or otherwise, with whi c h the minor issues 

fitte d in to the wider structure . One other issue was 

also important: equality of esteem between the two wings . 

He ha d the impression that the general perception was that 

the Monetary Stabi lity wing was the more highly regarded of 

the two. In connection with this, he suggested the 

proposed nomencla ture may be looked at agajn. 

The Deputy Governor said that he felt encouraged that the 

structure was right : within the Working Parties, they had 

t ested the structur e by work ing through a number of case 

s tud ies to see how they would be dealt with in the new 

organisation . In practice, the only dif ficulty that they 

had encountered was i n the a rea of financial 

infrastructure. In commenting on Sir Jeremy ' s point, 

a bout equali ty of esteem, the Governor said that there had 

been a problem ot this n a ture in the past, in that Banking 

Supervision had been considered less glamorous than the 

Market~ dred . Mr Quinn confirmed this, bul felt t hat 

there would now be a greater sense of equality in the 

proposed arrangement with the two wings. Mr Plenderleith 

agreed and said that the balance a nd perception were better 

in the proposed structure ; i t was good that fina ncia l 

stability was not just Banking Supervision . Equal ly 

important was the impact of the international aspect on the 

markets area . This would provide a far broader range of 

interest, a point the Governor endorsed. 

Sir David Sch oley said that he thought the proposed 

structure tor the Monecary stability wing was interesting 

and i ntegrated well. So far as the proposals for the 

Financial stability wing were concerned, he suggested that 

it was only a modification of the present s t ructure . He 

suggested that under the ared e ntitled ''Findncial 

I nfrastructure" the sub-division " Markets a nd Systems " 
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would fit more logically under "Regulation, Supervision and 

Surveillance" where it would relate nore closely with 

"Prudential Advice." 

Sir Colin southgate said that the issues identified under 

Financial Infrastructure should not be integrated within 

the 1esL of t he wing: to do so, he suggesLed, was to fudge 

the solution. Mr Kent said that the Financial Stability 

wing incorporated a number of functions, some of which were 

statutory and others non-statutory: there was a school of 

thought that suggested that the discretionary functions 

falling under Financial Infrastructure were ones that the 

Bank should cease to do. Apart from beinq non-statutory, 

che Governor suggested that some ot these issues were also 

distinct tasks. Sir Christopher Hogg sa 1d that although 

he hdd reservations about the third core purpuse, given its 

existence, he was content with the proposed structure. He 

would not favour a third wing. 

In response to Ms Masters's enquiry about how 

communications with the staff were being managed, and in 

particular the detail about how individuals would fit into 

the new structure, the Deputy Governor said that a lot of 

thought had been given to this. It has bPen, from the 

beginning, an open and consultative process. Members of 

the Working Parties were trying hard to keep everyone up

to-date with what was happening, but he dccepted that, 

until individuals knew exactly where they fitted in to the 

new structure, there would be unrest. lie hoped to make 

considerable progress in identifying individuals for jobs 

within the next four to six weeks. 

In responding to the points made earlier by Sir Jeremy 

Morse, Mr King said that there was a need to integrate the 

work of thP Bank as a whole and to focus on the topical 

issues. A recent exercise invo lvi ng the Economics and 

International Divisions, and the Market s area, in producing 

a Report for the G.lO Deputies, had been particularly 

successfu 1. ~here had been a clearly detinect purpose, and 
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a sharing of skills and ideas. So far as morale was 

concerned, he accepted that it was a serious problem in the 

International Div1sions. On the whole, the junior staff 

were enthusiast)c about the new proposals, but senior staff 

were less so. They were, not unnaturally, concerned about 

the jobs they might be doing. Reverting to the point 

about "Mr International " , Mr King accepted Lhdt the Bank 

may lose something by not hav i ng someone to fill that role, 

but h e felt that within the new structure, the relevant 

Director would be involved with the relevant issue. So 

far as regulatory or supervisory issues were concerned, 

Mr Quinn was the obvious "Mr International "; and he himself 

had established many contacts internationally with 

economists, many of whom he had known during his earlier 

academic career . 

In looking at the overall structure, Sir David Lees noted 

that this was 

pencilled in. 

an early draft and that no names had been 

He suggested that when the Executive came 

to consider names for particular jobs, this might influence 

the detail ot the structure. It may be necessary to 

modjfy the framework to accommodate thP qunlities of the 

individuals concerned . In response, the Governor said 

that the Executive had tentative ideas about names for jobs 

and would be discussing the matter further later that day. 

Under the weekly executive report the Governor mentioned that 

it had been announced the previous day that the Minutes of his 

meetings with the Chancellor would, in future, be published . 
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Mervyn Allister King, Esq 

Ian Pl e nderleith, Esq 

Brian Quinn, Esq 

Hugh Christopher Emlyn Harris, Esq 
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The number of Directors assembled being insufficient to form a 

quorum, those present proceeded to the business , subject to 

ratification by the next Court. 

The Minutes of the last court, having been circulated, were 

noted. 

There being no comments on the weekly figures, Mr Plenderleith 

spoke about the foreign exchanges and the state of the domestic 

markets. 



A COURT OF DIRECTORS AT THE BANK 

THURSDAY 28 APRIL 1994 

Present 

Edward Alan John George, Esq, Governor 

Rupert Lascelles Pennant- Rea, Esq, Deputy Governor 

Sir David James Scott Cooksey 

Mrs Frances Anne Heaton 

Sir Christopher Anthony Hogg 

Sir Martin Waketield Jacomb 

Pendarell Hugh Kent, Esq 

sir John d1ippendale Lindley Keswick 

Mervyn Allister King, Esq 

S1r David Dryan Lees 

Ms Sheila Valerie Masters 

Sir Christopher Jeremy Morse, KCMG 

Ian Plenderletth, Esq 

Brian Quinn, Esq 

sir David Gerald Scholey, CBE 

Hugh Christoph~r Emlyn Harris, Esq 

The Minutes of the Court ot 14 April and the Meet1ng of 

21 Aprll, havtng been circulated, were approved. 
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There being no comnents on the weekly tigures, Mr ~lenderleith 

spoke abo11t the foreign exchanges and the state of the domest i c 

markets. 

At the Governor's invitdtion, and with the dyreement of Members 

of court, Mr Footman , the Head of Information Division, and 

Mrs Bishop, actended for the following item . 

The Deputy Governor introduced the draft text of the Governor 's 

Foreword and Directors ' Report which had been prepared for 
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inclusion in the Bank's Annual Report for the year ended 

28 February 1994, and invited comments from Members of Court . 

In the d i scussion that followed, a number of points were made 

and noted, relating particularly to the nomenclature "monetary 

stability and financial stability", and the va l ue of placing 

greater emphasis on the Bank's core purposes. The Governor 

said that these points would be looked at again . In 

particular, he suggested that the following yeur's Report 

should emphasise the Bank's core purposes, relnting them to the 

new structure that would be fully in place by then . 

With the agreement of Members of Court, 

, attended Court for the 

discussion on benefit improve~ents to the Stat t Pension Fund 

which had been suggested by the Standing Comrni~tee on Pensions, 

and considered subsequently by ExCo. 

In introducing the recommendations, Mr Harris explained that 

SCOP had been set up in 1978 and submitted reports, with 

suggestions on benefit improvements, to the Rank and BTFU every 

three years, to coincide with the revaluation of the Pension 

Fund. 

Of the five recommendations for benefit improvements submitted 

by the Standing Committee on Pensions, Court endorsed ExCo's 

proposals in agreeing to:-

increase widow(er)s' allowances to 55% or base pension on 
reaching age 80; 

replace tlte current commutation tactors tn the Staft Fund 
with new ractors in l1ne wi th those in the court Scheme for 
men, and comparable new factors for women; 

amend the rules to ease the restr1ction on the recovery of 
debts from pension. 

It was agreed that these changes should be e(fe~tive from 

1 March 1994 . 
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Court also agreed to reject the remaininq proposals to abolish 

abatement; and to improve the f ormula for increasing some 

deferr ed pens1ons . 

, attended Court for the 

discussion of the draft Inflation Report, whirh w~s due to be 

published on 10 May. 

In introducing the draft Report, Mr King saiJ tllctt lather than 

attempt to summarise the Report he proposed to focus on the 

medium t erm projection for inflation, which was our guide for 

monetary policy. There had been a small revision to our 

projection of inflat1on since February of this year, and there 

were two main themes to the story behind this . These were 

that inflation had been lower in the first quarter than we had 

expected, as ct resul~ of dnother squee~e in retail margi ns. 

RPIX and RPIY inflation had fallen by about o . 1 percent age 

points from December to March with RPIY 1ntlation below 2\ for 

the first time. However, headl1ne inflation ~as up by 

0.4 percentage points, as past interest rate cuts had dropped 

out of the twelve month comparison. The reduction i n margins 

was PxpPrtPct to persist but not to be repe~ted nPxt year . 

Hence the twelve mon~h measure ot intlation was expect ed to 

rise i n the tirst quarter of next year as this year's fall 

dropped ouL ol Lhe index . At that point, inllotion would be 

back to the level that we had expected in the last Report . 

The good news now entailed some bad news in twelve months ' 

time, even though the price level will be lower for the whole 

period. 

The second theme concerned developments in the labour Market . 

Over the past three months t he Department of Employment ' s 

es t imate of the underlying growth rate of average earnings had 

risen tram 3~ in December to 3 1/2% in February, with 3 3/4% 

likely for the next month. 

court's views o n this. 

Mr King said th~t hP would welcome 

The Bank had e xpected some increase in wage settlements 

generally, but this had been faster than we had anticipated. 
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The increases in actual earnings, as opposed t o underlying 

earnings, had been even higher, mostly becnuse o f very large 

bonuses in industries such as bank1ng and finance . 

Accordingly we had revised upwards slightly the projection for 

earnings in 1995, and slightly higher intlation in 1995 would 

roughly offset the lower estimate of inflation in 1994. He 

said that. he ltlould be very interested to learn the views of 

Members of Court on what was happening in the labour market . 

Sir Chips Keswick noted that firms with which he was fami l iar 

were waiting for an opportunity to increase wages, in 

proportion to the increases in pre-tax profits which they had 

received in recent months. It was the i nrre~SP in profits, and 

the need to g i ve incentives to managers, which drove payments, 

not so much the state of the external labour market. Sir 

Martin Jacomb ctlso noted that profitability hc1d increased, as 

firms were ab l e to w1n slightly be~ter margins and slightly 

increased sale volumes. This had led to a climate where 

employers tended to be a little More generous dhen considering 

what wages to pay . There was a feeling that, for the sake of 

t he morale of the worktorce, they should be allowed to 

participate in the incre~sed profits. He ~lsn nnted that trade 

u n ions seemed to be a little more vociferous this year than 

they had been for a long time . The Governor noted that the 

impending tax increases might also contri~ut~ Lo Ll1is climate 

as employees attempted to maintain their real waqes. But, so 

long as compctnies could not get away with raising prices, the 

outcome for wages would be uncertain and would depend upon 

future behaviour in che labour market. Sir David Scholey then 

argued that profitability did, in fact, affect incentives in 

the labour market as a whole. The level of profitability was 

relevant to wnat had to be paid to attract new people to a firm 

and retain the right staff. Sir David LPPS noterl that demand 

in t he economy was stronger, and, 

job security hnd increased . This 

single pressure on the pay rou nd . 

defi nitely more difficult t h an it 

as a result, confidence about 

was probably the biggest 

Settling pdy Lhis year was 

had been last year . Ne xt 

year would be more difficult still, especially if the economies 

of continental Europe recovered, thus increasing demand 
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further. He was pessimist1c about the labour narke t outcome as 

a result. Sir Jeremy Morse raised the quest~on of whether one 

should be more concerned about average earnings per head or 

firms ' total pay bil : . Mr King said that, in general, it was 

the growth of nomina l earni ngs per head that mattered, compared 

with the growth of labour productivity. If productivity in the 

economy as a whole grew taster, then, indeed, nominal earnings 

could grow faster . But the picture was complicated by the 

cyclicdl IJehctviour of product ivity. 

Sir David Lees drew attention to the change in skills required 

in the employed labour force . He noted the higher skill base 

required and thought t hat this would contribute to higher wage 

pressure. S1r David Cooksey noted that smaller firms were in a 

d i fferent: pos1tion from big firms, being suhjPrt to greater 

pressure on their liquidity, but they were still finding 

pressure from the externa~ labour market, because ot the 

difficul ty ot rtltrdcting good qudlity workers . Sir Chips 

Keswick noted that many people thought dividenl payouts would 

be in the region of 4 to 5~ this year . It would be very 

diffic u lt for management to avoid paying a similar i ncrease in 

earnings to their labour for ces . 

The Governor though t that the more rapid ]ncrPFISP in nominal 

earnings at the beginning of this year das a little worrying . 

The bounce back ~as not as big as it might have been, however. 

For instance, when pctst pay freezes hd~ co~~ Lu ctn end in 

recent months, the new settlements had not attempted to claw 

back what hct~ l;;een lost during t he freeze . The outcome in the 

labour market was not pre - determined and we ~auld have to 

monitor developments very carefully to assess precisely wha t 

was happening. This was probably the most ditficult phase of 

the recovery in which to exercise monetary policy. At some 

stage policy-makers ~vould have t o decide when to " take away the 

punch bowl". 

Sir Martin Jacomb noted that t here was some gonct news. The 

differences be tween nominal and real earn ings increases were 

much smaller than when we last tackled thi s problem . 
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Nevertheless, it was inportant to arrest the self-fulfilling 

nature ot even small excess increases in nomin<Jl earnings . 

Negative equity would cont inue to hold back consumer spending , 

and indirect taxes would do the same. Exporters no longer 

expected to be able to rely on a depreciation ot the e xc hange 

rate to win profits. Firms were likely to try to mai ntain 

margins by cutting costs . 

Mr King argued that people's expectations ctbout future 

inflation were crucial . Policy-makers must demonstra t e that 

inflation will not be allowed t o rise. This would change the 

bargaining environment compared wi th the last recovery . In the 

long run, monetary policy cannot affect real pny, but it can 

affect the level o t nominal earn ings. There wns nothing at the 

moment in the data to suggest that nominal earnings were taking 

off, but earnings behaviour in the future woul rl be very 

i mp ortant . Indeed, 1t was nore important for the whole economy 

than indlvidudl iirms might realise, as earninys account ed for 

a larger proportion of the economy's total sales . It was 

inconceivable that unemployment was anywhere nc~r its natural 

long-run rate, but the downward pressure that unemployment 

exerts does not appear to be enough to counterAct the upward 

pressure by i nsiders, tha t is, those currently employed , on 

pay. Unemployed outsiders were not exerting effective 

competition in the labour market. Nevertheless, it was too 

early to be pessimistic about the overall outcome . Th e demand 

for hours worked in the economy dnd levels of ~mployment were 

more or less stable . To a certain extent, it Nas developments 

on the supply side of the labour market, not the demand side , 

which would be relevant to t he degree of labour market 

t ightness . 

Sir Dovid Cooksey noted that the public sector pay policy 's 

second stage had not been men t 1oned . He had understood this to 

mean that pay rises in the public secror hMd tn bP paid for by 

productivity gains. Did the Bank feel this was happening so 

far? Mr King thought thnt it was too enrly to sny . The 

movement of public sector a nd private sector WAges varied over 

the cycle, but there w~s no evidence yet t hat sett l e ments in 
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the public sector were exerting any additiona l upward pressure 

on private sector earnings. 

Under the weekly executive report:-

2 The Deputy Governor drev/ attention to " The Bank Fortnight " 

which had been published that morning and contained the 

organograms for the new, post-Ashridge structure , together 

with the names of thosP who would hoJd the senior 

positions. He explained that a series ot presentations 

was hPin~ made by the four Executive Directors to all 

members ot statf and that the consultdtioJl ptocess would 

continue thereafter . 

3 The Deputy Governor reminded Members that HM Treasury had 

ctsked for a value for money audit on the Printing Works . 

This had been carried out by Coopers & Lybrand and their 

report had now been received. This wou l d be forwarded to 

HMT shortly, together wi t h the Bank's own response . It 

was agreed that copies of the Reporc shnul r l hP rirculated 

to Members of Court in due course. 
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The Governor mentioned that he had chairad the Annual General 

Meeting of the sports Club on 19 April and had been asked to 

convey to Court the appreciation exprPssed at that Meeting for 

the continued support given to the Sports Club by the Bank . 

~- ~~~ 
~~ 
~ ~ If{ 'tlf 



A COURT OF DIRECTORS AT THE BANK 

THURSDAY 5 MAY 1994 

Present 

Edward Alan John George, Esq, Governor 

Rupert Lascelles Pennant- Rea, Esq , Deputy Governor 

Sir David James Scott Cooksey 

Mrs Frnnces Anne Heaton 

Sir Christopher Anthony Hogg 

Sir Martin Wakefield Jacomb 

Pendarell Hugh Kent, Esq 

Sir John Chippendale Lindley Keswick 

Ms Sheila Valerie Masters 

Ian Plenderleith, Esq 

Brinn Quinn, Esq 

Sir David Gerald Scholey, CBE 

Hugh Christopher Emlyn Harris, Esq 

The Minutes ot the last court, having been circtllated, were 

approved . 
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At the Governor's inv1tation, Mr Bridger , the Chief Registrar, 

attended court to speak about the work of his Department . He 

said that to put the operations of che Registrar's Department 

into ~ontext, it should be mentioned that wl1i l e the Bank is the 

main registrar for British Government s tocks, the Department of 

National Savings and the Bank of Irelan~ dlso hrlve registers . 

Mr Bridger went on to say that the decline in the size of the 

register, and therefore of work volumes, had become less sharp 
in the last two years as a result of the high Public Sector 

Borrowing Requ i rement, and the greater interest of the retail 
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market in gilts . It is individual investors who provide the 

bulk of cl1e Depctrtment's work . There were 3 7~ statt working at 

Gloucester and they had a budget of some r1Jnn. He added that 

they provided, or procured, most of their own services . 

During the past two years they had undertdken d r1umber of one 

off jobs outside their core function. A considerable amount of 

work had bGcn done on data capturing cnrd indiceg for other 

areas of the Bank, and they had acted , also , HS paying agent 

for the Deposit Protection Board. 

So far ns effertiveness and serv i ce quality were concerned , the 

Department had introduced a number ot measures to enable them 

to j udge their performance. They had a strict tinetable for 

transaction work, tdrgets for the speed ot answering 

correspondence, and chey aimed to contain errors within certa i n 

margins . The ldtter were also analysed, alonq ~ith conplaints, 

to e nsure there were no systemic or training faults . 

Individunl productivity was measured against targets and this 

had improved during the past three to four years as staff had 

gained in experience . Productivity wns nlso measured by work 

done agai nst all staff resources, which put the spotl ight on 

overhead areas . Again, there wns evidence of improvements in 

this area since relocation . 

There were, sa1d Mr Bridger , two main subjects under current 

consideration. Continuing the i~provement in the the quality 

ot service, with particular regard t o letter writing . Also, 

managing their eYcess capacity, as contrac t ion ot their work 

continued. Their spare accommodation had beeP placed on the 

market, but the commercial property market in Gl oucester 

remai ned weak . 1hey we r e reviewing their compu~er systems , 

with the likPlihood that they would move to distributed systems 

which should result in staff savings as well clS gaining greater 

flexibility. And they were assessi ng the e xtent of staff 

surpluses, which were beginning to emerge at the more senior 

levels. They were endeavouring to expand their core business by 

trying to persuade HMT to transfer the Natiolldl Savings Stock 

Regi s ter, w1th its 365 ,000 accounts, t o the Bank . And they 
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were continuing to seek further permanent work from the Bank in 
London . 

The Governor, 1n thctnking Mr Bridger for his report, confirmed 

with him that since moving to Gloucester both staff numbers and 

their budget had been virtually ha lved from the levels 

obtaining prior to their move . 

Sir David Scholey enquired where the NSSR was housed . 

Mr Bridger said in Blackpool, where he understood they employed 

65 s t att . This was an operation which the Registrar ' s 

Department had estimated they could undertake with only 40 

staff, although this would mean recruitlng add1t1onal s t aff . 

Nevertheless, he considered they had a gooct ca~P on cost 

grounds f or undertaking such an operation, although HMT felt 

that primary legislation would be required betore sucn a 

transfer of responsibility could take p l dce . Mr Plenderle ith 

commented that the Bank's position would be qiven added impetus 

by the Fundamental Expenditure Review that IIMT were carrying 

out. 

Responding to a question from Sir David Scholey, o n th e career 

pattern of staff in Gloucester , Mr Bridger sajd that at the 

present time prospects were not good because ot their 

contraction in work . This, i nevitably, had some effect on 

morale . 

Mrs Heaton asked if there had been any proposals for the DNS to 

acquire the Bank ' s register. Mr Bridger said that this had not 

been considered seriously, although it had at one time been 

suggested as a pos~ibility by HMT . Mrs Heaton concluded by 

saying how impressed she was by the quick and Gourteous 

response she rPcejved whenever s he telephoned the Department . 

There bei ng no comments on the weekly figures, Mr Plenderleith 

s poke about th e foreign exchanges, including Lhe Official 

Reserves figures for April, and the state of the domestic 

markets. 



• 

Court gave their appr oval to Sir Martin Jncomb joining che 

Board ot fhe Oxtord Playhouse. 

With the dg c eement of Members ot Court, 

of Coopers and Lybrand, the Bank's Auditors, and 

Mr Rumin s , the Hectd of the Finance and Resource Planning 

Division , a ttended Court for the presentation of the Bank's 

Accounts . 
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At the Gove r nor ' s invitation, and in introducing the accounts, 

the Deputy Governor said that since 1971 , the Bank had 

presented its accounts in accordance with the Companies Act . 

However , two events had caused the Bank to review the basis on 

which it presented i t s accounts: - (a) new Companies ' Act 

accounting requirements which come into e tt ect th~s year; 

(b) the problems which the Bank had PXpPr l encPrl in recent years 

in accounting for its support operations . 

The mdtter hctd been discussed at some lenyLh by t ile Executive, 

the Audit Committ ee, HM Treasury and Coopers and Lybrand . It 

had bee n concluded that the Bank should follow the requirements 

of the Companies Act as far as possible , without necessarily 

revealing the exist ence of support operations until their 

purpose had been achieved . To do otherwise could lead to 

market confidence being undermined. 

decision, the accounts would change. 

Having t~ken this 

In particular, i t would 

no longer be appropriate to use the term "true and fair view"; 

instead, " present fairly " would be used both in the audit 

report and accounts, in the note to the accounts setting out 

the basis of the1r preparation, and the statement of Directors' 

responsibilities in the Director s ' Report. 

The Deputy Governor then took Members o f Court through the 

signiticant points in the accounts. 

I n the Auditor's Repor t. , the term "present fairly" had been 

used in their o p i nion, rather th<'ln " true a nd t air ", ?IS in 

p r evious years . 
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The published profic and loss account disclosed much less 

information chan last year, i n order that lt would be possible 

not to d isclose support operations. Two nPw stntPments were 

shown under the profit and loss account, both being 

requireme nts of FRS3. The first, a statement of total 

rccogni ced gains and losses, brings together, ln one note, the 

profit for the year and the property revaluation deficit. The 

second one, a s tatement that all activities were continuing 

(since PRSJ requi res a company to distinguish between 

continuing and discontinued activities) 

The internal profit and loss account (not published) contains a 

more detailed analysis . The published profit on ordinary 

activities before tax of £120 . 2mn had been aftPctPd by a number 

of factors. Fixed income ~ad declined by £4 . Jmn, principal ly 

as a a result of a decrease ln Banking Commission and fees, 

part ly offset by an increase in income from miscellaneous 

securities. The largest factor affecting profits had been the 

[43.9mn fall in variable income as a result ol lower i nterest 

rates . Current expenditure had risen by [l . lmn, in line with 

budget , although personnel costs had decreased, and premises 

and e quipme nt costs were higher . The SSAP 24 adjustment 

brought about an i n crease in pension costs cauced by a 

revaluation ot the Pension Fund. [ 10mn had been written back 

to profit in respect of provisions for Support Operat ions. 

Last year's balance sheet included a provision tor NMB of 

£111mn. ThP provision was set at the level of NMB ' s forecast 

deticit at September 1996, the date when the ex1sting 

arrangements were due co e xpire . On thP snme basis, the 

deficit this year would be £98mn . However, the Audi t Comm1ttee 

proposed a more conservative a pproach by .ooking at the deficit 

at 28 February 1994, which was El05mn . This indicated a 

release provision of £8mn which had been rounded to £10mn , to 

avoid any spurious impression or pre~lsion . 

Moving on tu Ta x and Dividend, the divldend of C48 .4mn 

reflected the discussions that had taken place with HMT over 

the con t inuance of the 50 : 50 apportionment oL post-tax profits . 

At the request of HMT, the Bank had agreed to e xc lude the cost 
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of CREST froM the dividend calculation. At this point 

Sir David ~choley enquired if the treatment ot the cost of 

CREST was consistent with the treatment of profit obtained from 

operations without HMT's full support. Was tn1s est abllshed or 

were HMT cherry picking? The Governor r esponrlPd by sayi ng he 

thought HMT were cherry picking, but as Members would see from 

his proposed response to the Chancellor of the Exchequer , which 

was in their folders, he was trying to establish d general 

principl e - but with particular cases, such as 3i , cons idered 

i n light of circumstances a t the time. 

Sir Chips Keswick said he was at odds with thr basis of 

presentation of the accoun~s, and the judgemental view of what 

should be included and left out of the accounts . It was a g reed 

that this ~as a mat~er thac would be pursued outs1de Court, and 

the outcome reported tc Court the following WPPk. 

Th e Deputy Governor then returned to the published accounts and 

the balance ::>heel. He said that the bdldnce s l1eet was i n a 

new format but close to that requi r ed by the Companies Act. As 

compared with the " statutory" balance shetl, 1 oct ns c1nd ddvances 

to banks h ad been combi ned with those to other c u stomers, and 

provisions combined with other liabilities and accruals into a 

single item called "other liabilities". Overall, the balance 

sheet t o t als had increased by some £l.Bbn . The increase was 

due t o a l3 . 5bn deposit by the Issue Department with the 

Banking Department, oftset by a fall o t £0 . 75bn on the Na t i onal 

Loans Fund deposit, and a fall of £0.9bn on toreign currency 

deposit s from central banks. The fa:l was matched by a fall in 

corresponding foreign currency placements on the asset side. 

Th e main change on the assets was the increase 1n the loa n to 

the BIS to E5bn tram £2 . 5bn . 

The notes to the accounts set out in detail why changes had 

been mndP to the basis of presentation of the ncr.ounts . The 

statement in l a expla i ned why the Bank did not publish detailed 

i nformatj o n o n constituent elements of the profit a nd loss 

account a nd consequent restr iction on detailed disclosures in 

the Balance Sheet, essential if we were t o conduct support 
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operations effectively . The remainder of the policies were the 

same as the previous year with the exception of policy (d), 

tangible fix@d assets . This referred to the Directors ' 

valuation ot the Bank's properties made during the year, and 

necessary in order to incorporate the deficit on Southgate 

House, now owned by the Bank. The opportunity had been taken 

to revalue all the Bank's properties. Policy (e) had also 

chanyed lo give a fuller explanation of the policy regarding 

bad and doubtful debts . 

Note 2, on profit on ordinary activities before tax, gave less 

information than in previous years. Jt we continued to publish 

the same level of information as given previously, it would be 

possible to identify from the note the scale of changes co our 

support prov1sions. (In practice this year we are disclosing 

the change in provision in the Directors' Report, because the 

need tor secrecy has passed.) 

Note 3 , Directors' emoluments, had been redratted to show 

separately the emoluments of the present and prev1ous Governor, 

and to emphdsise thctt the present Governo1 rec~lves the same 

salary as hi s predecessor. The various appointments made 

during the yectr amongst the Directors had meant that 20 had 

served durinq the previous year rather than the usual 18 . 

The note on Pension costs was in the same for~ as the previous 

year but referred to the actuarial valuation at February 1993, 

as this ~as the most recent. The increase in cost over 1993 

was due, prlncipally, to the reduction in the surplus of the 

Fund from C209mn to £64nn . 

The note on loans and advances, and several other notes, 

includes a naturity analysis of major assets and liabilities. 

Note 11 includes in particular Directors' valuations in respect 

of 3i and BIS . The Deputy Governor mentioned, in this context, 

that the Audit Committee had recommended the adoption of a 

dividend yield method of valuation us)ng ~% in re~pect of 3i, 

instead of 6% used the previous year . This had raised the 

valuation from £63mn to £89mn. The eventual procPeds of a 
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flotation (if this were to come about) were likely to exceed, 

significantly, this sum . The me~hod and basis ot valuation of 

the remaining investments were the same as in previous years . 

The Members of Court agreed to the valuations . 

The note on shares in subsidiary undertakings WdS broctdly the 

same as previously, e xcept that balances due from subsidiaries 

were now included with debtors. Subsidinries were not 

consolidated as they are not regarded as material. Minories 

Finane~ Ltd continued to realise its assets, but it was not 

intended to reduce the capi t al of the company until all 

remajning legal actions against the company Here resolved . EBS 

Investments had now been liquidated . 

The formctt o( rote 13, on tangible fixed assets, remained 

unchanged. The principal movements were the transfer of 

Southgate House from BE Property Ho:dings, and the deficit 

a ris ing from the revaluation of the Bank's properties . 

Again, note 21, on the cash flow statement , was the same as 

last ycnr. Under Section (i1i), the •Nord 11 ccrt.:~in " hnd been 

added to account for the tact that the advance to NMB had not 

been t reated as a cash equivalent. 

The definition of officers, in the note on transactions with 

Directors and Otticers, had been agreed with Coopers and 

Lybrand and r.ovPred anyone who reports directly to a Governor 

or Execut1ve D1rector. The Oeputy Governor then asked for 

confirmation from Court that no Directors nad ~ Material 

interest, directly or indirectly, at any ti~e during the year 

in any other significan~ transact1on or arrangement, other than 

the details given, with the Bank or any of its subsidiaries . 

Such a confirmation was forthcoming. 

The disclosure given under contingent liabilities was less than 

required under the Companies Act. The wording with regard to 

the BCCI writ was the strongest that Freshfields advised the 

Bank they were ctble to use . The claim by Loru Spens Wcts not 

material and did not, therefore , require mention . 
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The change ~o the Issue Department accounts over previous years 

was basically to expand the notes to give more 1ntormation, and 

to move REPOS of British government securities and Treasury 

Bills into the " other securities" category . 

The Deputy Governor concluded by mentioning thE:' vdrlous points 

i n the accounts where Directors were required to qive a 

specific opinion. He said he would be asking Court the 

following week for confirmation that they were content to be 

associated with the statements . 

Opening the Pnsuing d1scussion, Sir Chips Keswick queried the 

statement in paragraph la of accoun~ing policies, namely that 

the Banking Department constituted i'l single business all 

conducted in the United Kingdom . I~ was telt this was an 

accurate statenent, but it would be given further 

considerdtion. 

The Governor said the accounts would come back to Court for 

approval the following week, subject to the outcome of the 

discussion on the mutters Sir Chips Keswick hnd raised. 

Th e Deputy Governor then asked Court if they were content with 

t h e letter of representation . mentioned that it 

followed the format of the previous year with the exception o f 

the wording in connection with t he writ concerning BCCI, and 

the ultimate paragraph in note la, dealing with the basis of 

preparation of the accounts . Sir David Scholey added that the 

Audit Committee had been advised by Coopers and Lybrand that 

there were no addit 1onal matters to report. A tormal letter 

would be sent to Freshrields seeking their approval to ~he for m 

ot the letter. court would be asked formdl l y to approve the 

accounts the follow i ng week . 

Th e Governor then thanked Sir David Scholey, and the Audit 

committee , tor their work . 

said that Coopers and Lybrand's audit was virtually 

complete, nnd that they were due to siqn the Report the nex t 
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Th ursday . He added that the Deputy Governor had taken Members 

of court through the changes in the format of the accounts, 

especially the reasons for the use of the word~ " present 

fairly ", instead of, " true and fair". But this did not mean 

that there was any question of the accounts being qualified . 

This wns not the case . He concluded by sayiny thdt hls company 

had received the full co-operation of the internal auditor, and 

the finance stnff , during the aud i t. The Governor thanked 

for his help, addi ng that it was intended to publish 

the Report and Accounts on 25 May. 

The Governor mPntioned that n draft of the Banking Act Report 

tor 1993/~4 had been sent to Members the previous week . If 

a n yone had any corrmen~s to mnke on this Report, he suggested 

they contact Mr Quinn ou~side the mee~ing . The Report, in 

final, would be discussed at Court the followtny week , when 

Mr Quinn will also report on the names o( those parties to whom 

powers under the Banking Act and the F1nancial Services Act 

have been delegated, and provide details of the e xercise of 

those powers . 

Und er the weekly executive report :-



2 The Deputy Governor mentioned:-

(i) that a phoLographer would be present at the 

early stages of Court nPxt ~eek. He would be 

photographing the meeting tor the artists who 

were producing the painting of Court, which was 

being presented by Members to the Bank to mark 

its Tercentenary . 

(ii) that after considerable consultation of Members' 

diaries, it appeared tild L Llu: 3 t Ll Wednesday in 

each month ~ould be the most convenient day to 

hold Long Courts . However, fot various reasons, 

it would not be possible to hold Long Courts i n 

June, July or August on this duy . The new 

arrangement would start, therefore, in 

September . We ~ould, however, be confirming 

this date, and the dates of the interim Long 

Courts, with Directors' secretaries . 



A COURT OF DIRECTORS AT THE BANK 

THURSDAY 12 MAY 1994 

Present 

Edward Alan John George, Esq, Governor 

Rupert Lascelles Pennant- Rea, Esq, Deputy Gove1nor 

Sir David James Scott Cooksey 

Sir Colin Ross Corness 

Mrs Frances Anne Heaton 

Sir Martin Wakefield Jacomb 

Sir John Chippendale Lindley Keswick 

Mervyn Allister King, Esq 

Sir David Bryan Lees 

Ms Sheila Valerie Masters 

Sir Christopher Jeremy Morse, KCMG 

Ian Plenderleith, Esq 

Brian Quinn, Esq 

Sir David Gerald Scholey, CBE 

Sir Colin Grieve Southgate 

Hugh Christopher Emlyn Harris, Esg 
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The Governor informed Members of Court that it had just been 

announced that Mr John Smith, the Leader of the Opposition, had 

died in hospical that morning following a neart attack . 

The Minutes ot the last Court, having been circulated , were 

approved. 

Details of the weekly f1gures and graphs relating to the state 

of the foreign exchanges and the domestic markets were laid 

before Court. 



With the agreement of Membe~s of Court, 

of Coopers and Lybrand, ~he Bank's Auditors, and 

Mr Rumins, the Head of the Finance and Resou~ce Planning 

Division, attended Court for the presentation o( the Bank's 

Report and Accounts. 
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At the Governor 's invitation, the Deputy Governor reminded 

Members thnt the Annual Report and Accounts for the year ended 

28 February 1994 had been laid before Court the previous week, 

and drew attention to certain changes which hud been 

incorporated following the discussion at Court on that 

occasion. 

Members bPing r.ontent with these changP~, ro1rt Qave approval 

for the Accoun~s to be signed and tor the Annual Report and 

Accounts of the Bank for the year ended 28 February 1994 to be 

printed dnd issued; and having noted the receipt of a letter 

from Coopers and Lybrand confirming that they knew of no reason 

why the p1 oposed Letter of Representdtion should not be given, 

agreed to the sending of such a Letter to the Bank's Auditors 

stating that the Directors confirmed that the A~~ounts were 

presented fairly and those oi the Issue Department presented 

fai rly the outcome of transactions. 

The Deputy Gove~nor reported that n further pc1yment in lieu of 

dividend of [2 6 ,001,000 would fall due to HM Treasury on 

5 October next, bringing the total payment in l1cu of dividend 

for the year to 28 February 1994 to [48,351,010. Court 

approved thereto. 

Court gave their approval to Mrs Heaton joining the Board of 

Harrisons and Crosfield PLC . 

Under the weekly executive report, the Governor reminded Court 

that thP Deputy Gove~nor had mentioned the previous week that 

the mornings ot the third Wednesday ot each month appeared to 

be the be~t time to hold the monthly long Courts, starting a t 

10 am, and that it was proposed to introduce this new 

arrangement from Wednesday 2J September. 
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I n the meantime it was the inte nt ion to continue with t he long 

Cou r t s on 16 June, 14 July and 11 August, start1ng at 11 am, a s 

alr eady notified to Members, and in the intervening weeks it 

was proposed to hold short courts . Members would be welcome 

t o a t tend any of these meetings, which would be of a purely 

routi ne ndtuce . The Governor said that he wuuld write to 

Members shortly setting out the details of future Courts . 

With the agreement of Member s of Court , Messrs Foot , 

a t tended Court for the discussions on 

Ban king Supervision matters . 

At t he Governor's invitation, and in introduc1ng a paper 

prepared on the question of freeing-up the Building Societies, 

Mr Quinn said that it raised general issues relat1ng to the 

present state of the building society movement ann its future 

survival, given the current challenges trom banks and other 

financial companies on both the asset and the linhility side . 

HM Treasury had reviewed the issue in the context of the 

general pressures on the housing market a year or two ago , when 

it was recognised that there was now some possible decay in the 

safety net which the building societies have traditionally 

provided to weaker members . The Bank was dlsu on notice that 

i t will be required to qive evidence to the TCSC, in its 

current enquiry into financial regulation, and the question of 

the regulation of building societies has arisen in the cont e xt 

of the previous TCSC enquiry . The paper was in response to a 

request for advice from HM Treasury on the subject in general , 

and nlso specifically in relation to the Cheltenham and 

Gloucester takeover, which ~as due to be heard in Court later 

this month; 

requested . 

but it could also serve as u puper to the TCSC, if 

The paper did not take a view on whether the Bank 

should or should not t ake on the supervision of building 

societ ies, and in fact the Bank was not seeking a manda t e t o d o 

so . 

Mr Foot no t ed that when the bu i ld ing societies ' legis l a t i on was 

passed i n 1986, t h e e xample of the Savings and Loans ' p roble ms 

i n t h e United States had led to the fairly tight restrict ions 
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which were placed on the bu~lding societies. The market had 

since then becone considerably more consolidated, with most of 

the business carried out by a few large societies. The gap 

had also narrowed between the supervisory approaches of the 

Bank and the building societies' regulator, in such areas as 

capital adequacy and liquidity. Arguments about the lack of a 

level pla ying field seemed to go in cycles - sometimes it was 

the building societies who were complaining, sumetimes the 

banks. Mr Foot referred to a question raised previously by 

Sir Colin Corness on whether it was worth considering differing 

supervisory approaches to wholesale and retail banks : he 

pointed out thut the paper on building societies did not 

address that issue, buL stressed that the question had not been 

forgotten. 

Sir Colin CornPss said that he was not clear in any case about 

the concept ot mutuality in building societies . There was no 

mutual interest between borrowers and savers, ~s savers wanted 

the highest rate for their savings, while borrowers wanted the 

lowest possible rate for their mortgages. They also tended to 

belong to distinct groups, with savers, for inst~nce, tending 

to be older. The distinction between banks dnd building 

societies was thus a tairly artificia l one , dtl<..l llle Cheltenham 

and Gloucester move and other recent developments emphasised 

the blurring of distinctions between the two. He noted also 

that no depositor had ~ade a loss in a building society, not 

just in the past seventy years (as mentioned in the paper) but 

as far as he knew for the whole of th1s century . But people 

had lost money in banks. Market research had shown that 

people felt safer with their money in the building societies 

than in banks. Also, soc~eties tended to vork More in the 

interests of their depositors than their shareholders . All 

this meant that legislation to make it easier for building 

societies to transfer to bank status was unlikely to win votes 

in the run-up to a general election. 

Two specific points to add were, first, that the 40% limit on 

wholesale borrowing was not in itself a problem; rather, the 

practical problem was that the regulator imposed a 30% ceiling . 
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If societies were allowed to go up to the 40% limit, this would 

no longer represent a binding constraint on their activities . 

Secondly, it had proved of great benefit to depositors that 

there were cons t raints on building societies' commercial 

lending. In conclusion , he added t hat he felt the Building 

Societies Commission did a very good job. 

Sir Jeremy Morse noted that during his term as President of the 

Institute of Bankers, the Institute had mergerl with the 

Building Societies Institute, and he had been surprised that 

there had been no debate about changing the nnme of the merged 

institution - it remained the Institute of BanKers . He felt 

that this demonstrated how much the building societies saw 

themselves DS being in the business oi bankiny, dlbeit in a 

narrower way . He used to feel 15 to 20 years aqo that the 

building societies had a wonderful position on cop of the hill; 

if he had been in charge of a building society, he would have 

been very happy to stay there . However, they hnve now been 

dr iven into more marshy ground, and mutuality was no longer a 

key to their business. He asked whether the Bank ' s approach 

to building societies' regulati on was genuinely agnostic , or 

whether thP R~nk w~s in fac t aim ing to take it over, but 

adopting a sottly, sottly, approach. 

In response, the Governor said that the ~ank wns genuinely 

dis interested . We had been asked what OLir ~ttitude would be 

if constraints were relaxed, and our answer was that they 

should only be so as part of a package: extrn freedom for the 

building societies meant they needed extra oversight, not only 

in terms of supervision but also from the narket . Pressure 

was coming from the build1ng societies to be treed up, and i f 

this happened then they would need extrn regulation : they 

would need to be regulated to at least the same standard and to 

the same crit eria as banks, which pointed to at least a common 

frnmework , even if they were not supervised by the same body . 

But the Bank felt tha t it did supervision rather well; and 

given that the Bank had taken the view that it should retain 

responsibility tor banking supervision, that did argue for its 

tak i ng on the s uperv ision of building societies . 
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Mr Quinn added that the Bank's approach to the question was 

more agnostic thctrl tact ica 1 . If it Wds decided to keep the 

two regimes separate , the first question was wnether they had 

different supervisory approaches. The answer a few years ago 

was certainly yes - building societies were in effect 

regulated, while banks were supervised. The difference in 

approach had been underlined to the Bank when it took over the 

supervision of Abbey National a few years ago, but the 

differences had narrowed since then. The second question was 

whether it was wasteful to have two separate supervisors. The 

Bank had done a little work on this subject, and i t appeared 

that there were not big savings to be had . Ho~ever, there was 

the lesson of the us system, which demonstrated how different 

regulators can build up their own "patches" . The Governor 

noted addi tion<.1 lly ltld t if build Lny ::;ocietles did move in the 

direction they were pushinq tor , the idea that a building 

society could ~o::;::;ibly fall would ctrlse. This would then 

raise questions of lender of last resort. It the Bank was to 

provide support this would be difficult if it did not also 

supervise soc ieties, although there was nothing to say lender 

of last resort facilities for building soc1eties could not be 

provided by HM Treasury . 

Sir Chips Keswick commented that Sir Colin Corness had painted 

a very rosy picture of the pos i tion ot building societies, but 

he nanted to point out that only l5o ot their lend1ng was with 

commercial counterparties, which gave them a very comfortable 

cushion for the1r operations . Sir Martin Jacomb noted that 

the building societies originally hnd very restricted powers, 

so the need tor accountability had not arisen . However, by the 

early 1980s thP building societies already had more than 50% of 

the deposit market, which led the banks to conpete for mortgage 

business. The process of building societies becoming more 

like banks was inexorable, with de-regulation , and the 

Cheltenham and Gloucester takeover, as stages on the way. The 

only question was how quickly the distinctions would disappear. 

The question then would be what needed to be done about it ; 
building societies could not be dllowed to become more like 

banks without an economic Lnterest in their accountability . 
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Sir David Scholey wondered whether mutuality w~s really such an 

issue. He noted that it had not proved necessary in the 

i nsurance industry, where joint stock and mutu 1 status 

insurance companies co-existed and were both regulated . Where 

was the inconsistency, in the banking or the insurance 

industry? In addition he asked whether , yiven the Bank's 

responsibility for f ina ncial stability, the Bank was con tent 

with its interface with the Building Societie~ Commission, and 

satisfied that the building societ ies were sa1 istactorily 

regulated. He also fel t that the paper presen t ed as an 

inevitable conclusion the assertion that greater market 

discipline and accountabili t y were essential ior buildi ng 

societies, when this was in tact a matter of judgment. 

Mr Foot replied that the Bank's relationship ~ith the Building 

SocietiPs Cnmnission was PXtrenely good - we had worked very 

harmoniously wi th them tor some ~onths in advctnce of the Lloyds 

takeover ot the Cheltenham & Gloucester . The BSC in any case 

only had some 50 people, and we knew the two lect~ing people 

very well. Ans~ering Sir David Scholey's first question , 

Mr Foot a~~e~ that we had c onsidered whethet the insurance 

industry was a good model . However, it was .1n industry which 

was less trctnspatent thctn ~orne would like, and also less 

successful internationally than the UK banking industry. The 

problem with the mutunl st~tus of building oocicties was that 

unless the Board ot a society was enthusiastic tor it to be 

t aken over, ic was very difficult to get a change of ownership . 

Even agreed mergers between building societies had fallen 

through because of changes of mind on the Boarl . Mr Foot 

agreed with Sir David Scholey that he ~as indeed saying tha t 

the ma nagement of build1ng societies is too protective . 

Mr Quinn pointed out that co-habitacion bet~een wutual and 

joint stock status was a possibility: there were in effect 

already banks wh1ch had virtual mutual status, in the sense 

that they were consciously non-profit making. But he felt 

that the si tuation of building societies was bizarre in that 

the owners of the societies were precluded from the benefits 

that came from ownership and the discipline ol the market place 



was absent ; whereas banks , whethPr mutual or not, did have 

these f eat ures. 
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Sir Colin corness noted that a striking feature was the dpathy 

of the members of building societies. Even when they were 

sent fer ns to vote by proxy, the response was, at most, 3-4% . 

The only thing which exci t ed building societ y members was t he 

prospect of some cash - the main aspect of t he Lloyds ' bid f o r 

Cheltenh am & Gloucester was a bribe to make people vote . He 

questioned whether it was desirable to encourage building 

society depositors to seek cash : it would cause money to flow 

speculat ively from one building society to another. This was 

why the 1986 Act had stipulated that noney had to be in a 

building sociPty for nt least two years, and he was not happy 

with the prospect ot the Cheltenham & Gloucester takeover being 

waved through the Courts . It did not seem right that just one 

genera t ion ot depositors should take out all the benefits . 

The Governor pointed out that the boctrd of a building society 

could keep such an offer hidden from its members. Sir Colin 

Corness answered that a society could not just sit on a bid -

t he l ikelihood was that the bidder would make its intention s 

k nown t hrough the press . The management of the building 

society would also have to consider their quasi-trustee role 1n 

relation to the depositors . Mr Quinn pointed out that this 

precise situation had arisen - a predator had dec1ded not to 

pursue a takeover, because the board of the intended victim was 

not in favour and declined to inform its shareholders. 

Mr Foot added that the predator had been afraid that it would 

e nd up owning a corpse, given the possible damage caused by a 

long public takeover battle . 

Sir Martin Jacomb said he did not think that the mut tlal life 

assurance business was an analogue tor building societies . 

The success of life assurance companies in selling policies 

depe nded very much on the companies' results, whereas members 

of buildi ng societies gained no discernible benefit from t he 

societies ' profitability . 
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In conclusion, che Governor asked Court it they endorsed the 

approach be1ng advocated, ~hich was for the Bank simply to 

s t ate that 1f the bu1lding socie~ies wanted rn qo further down 

the route ot becoming like banks, then the consequences were as 

set out in the paper. Members of Court agreect . 

Turn i ng to the next item on the agenda, Mr Quinn introduced the 

Annual Report ctnd Accounts of the Deposit Prorection Board , 

wh ich were laid before Court . 

In commenting on the accounts, Mr Swanney noted that the 

deficit of C6.8 ron for the start of the new tinancial year 

would continue to increase, and pointed out that payment to 

depositors of Wimbledon and South West had been triggered the 

p r evious day. The real reduction in the detic~ t would occur 

once dividends came in from the BCCI liquidators, <'llthough the 

tim1ng ot this was still uncertain . It the Abu Jhabi 

agreement went ahead there could be a first pnyout of around 

20% to creditors of BCCI, which would bring about £20 mn into 

t he Deposit Protection Board and put it back into surplus . 

The optimistic assumption would be that this mcty happen by the 

e nd of 1994 or early 1995 . 

Sir David Scholey asked, first, when institutions which wou ld 

be lict~le fo1 fu1ther levies would be notified . Secondly, he 

enquired if there was any intormation on the relationship 

bet ween the tota l deposits eligible for compensntion in failed 

institutions and the actual resulting claims . On the first 

point, Mr Swanney replied that institutions could be notified 

only once the Board had decided to make a levy. Arguably, the 

actual timing of making a levy did not matter, whether or not 

amounts were called before they were needed, as either the Fund 

earned interest (thus reducing future calls) or the 

contributing institutions earned the interest themselves . By 

way of illustr3ting the difficulties of knowing how much to 

levy, Mr Swanney noted that before the failure ot BCCI a nd t he 

" e thn ic" banks , deposi t ors' cla i ms had generally been made f or 

th e f u ll amount . However, claims from BCCI depositors 

amounted to only 36% of prot ect ed deposits so far, and such 
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claims had nearly dr1ed up. Claims in respect of che other 

three banks so far came to only around 30~ , ~ut those banks 

were rather less insolvent than BCCI . This meant chat chere 

was more money likely to be available t o depositors from the 

liquidators, thus reducing the liabilities of the Fund . On 

the second question, it was d i fficult to know in advance how 

large claims in re l ation to a given institution would be, as 

one h ad t o know what proportion of deposits was in sterling, 

and how much represented deposits of less than [20 , 000. These 

details are not monitored before an instittttion goes int o 

liquidation, although obviously the details become availa ble 

afterwards . Es t imating t he size of claims will hPcome more 

complicated once the Deposit Pro~ection Directive is in place, 

as the scope and coverage of Lhe Fund will be widened . 

Sir Jeremy Morse raised three question s on how the Board worked 

in practice . First, were the big bank~ ~till reluctant to pay 

their levies? Secondly , ~ere wider issues discussed , or just 

the narrow functioning ot deposic protection? And thirdly, 

how active a role did the outside members play? In response , 

the Governor said that the cost of the Scheme ~as not a current 

issue for the big banks, although it might beGome more so once 

protecti on extended EEA - wide . He noted that thoro was a lways 

a big bank member on the Board, which at the moment was HSBC. 

The discussion at Board meetings was generally tec hnical, 

al t hough the Board had had t o consider ditticult issues in 

connection with BCCI payouts: there were, for insta nce , 

contlicts ot interest, with the Bank members o t the Board 

having an interest in the Liquidators' efforts to sue the Bank 

to obtain a bigger payout . 

The Governor asked Mr swanney co explain how the Deposit 

Protection Scheme would change once the EC Deposit Protection 

Directive had been implemented . Mr swa nney said that, as far 

as technica l changes went, the percentage payout would increase 

from 75 % to 90% , a nd the ceiling on payout~ would dlso r ise 

slightly. Cover would also e xtend to other EEA currencies and 

to the ECU, Lhe minimum range of currencies required by the 

Directi ve . More fundamentally , deposit protection would now 
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be aligned with the 2BCD supervisory arrangements, so that the 

UK scheme would have to cover deposits in all branches of UK 

banks throughout the EEA . This represented a bigger change 

for other EEA deposit protection schemes than for ours, given 

that there were more EEA banks with branches in London than UK 

banks with branches elsewhere . 

One of the more complex issues that arises rel~tes to 

arrangements for " top-up" cover. Other schemes in Europe are 

usually more generous than the UK scheme, and the Directive 

allows UK banks to purchase top-up cover for their branches in 

other EEA countries. The UK will also have to allow branches 

of EEA banks in London to purchase top-up, although there will 

probably be very few cases where this will happen, given that 

tew schemes are less generous that the UK schene. 

Nevertheless , there will be a question as to how much we will 

charge for top-up. The funding arrangement~ ot the current 

scheme are relatively simple and the big banks are content with 

this at present, even though they have to contribute the lion's 

share of the funding. Some arrangement will have to be 

reached with the "topping-up" banks for provision of the top-up 

cover. Another issue is that the current scheme is very 

mechanical, with the only real area of discretinn being set 

off. The scheme will have to be given more discrecion in 

implementing the DirecLive, and discussions will have to be 

held with our EEA counterparts on administrative arrongements -

for example, as regards top-up. The Governor noted that the 

Directive had been discussed with the banks, some of whom had 

pushed for a greater level of protection, but the matter had 

been resolved satisfactorily. 

In introducing the Annual Report under the Bdnkiny Act 1993/94, 

Mr Quinn said that the format was essentially the same as in 

the past few years, covering market dnd policy developments, 

operational supervision and staff resources. It provided the 

context and background to the Bank's supervisory activities and 

aimed to tell a story, which for 1993 was one of a better year 

in the banking sector for both large and small banks . 

Pressures had eased significantly and banks' positions (at 
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least in terms ot capital) were fairly strong . However, there 

were longer term questions about future growth and 

sustainability of earnings. The Report ~l~o ~rPw attention to 

complaints trom customers and sought to emphasise the Bank's 

ro l e of deposit protection, rather than consumer protection . 

So far as supervisory operations were concerned, it had s t i l l 

been a fairly busy year but not as difficult rlS the previous 

year . Banking Supervision Division had experienced reduced 

pressures, although it remained very busy . There was 

considerublc activity on the policy front, where the volume a nd 

seriousness of the issues continued, driven partly by Brussels 

and also from Basle, which had given ri~c to some very 

intensive \vork. Mr Quinn drew attention to the "box items " 

on banking \·.ith low intlatJ.on, and on ovet·cclp;,,~ity, \"hich 

appeared 1n the Annual Report and said that these were drawn 

from considerable amounts of work involving thP Fronomic and 

International Divisions . 

Sir Jeremy Morse enquired whether the Report ~as discussed in 

draft with other banks, which he felt might provide some 

proLe<..:Lion lor tile Bank from inaccuracies tl1al 1~iyht appear 

reqardinq complaints from customers. Mr Quinn said that this 

was a formal report to Parliament and as such it was not the 

practice to discuss it in detail in a draft term with other 

parties . Nevertheless, some of the issues raised in the 

Report were discussed in the course ot routine prudential 

meetings with banks. The Governor suggested thut it was 

something that might be discussed witn the Governor's Advisory 

Group ex post-facto . 

Sir David Scholey said thac he very much enjoyed reading the 

Banking Act Report and had noted that over the years it had 

changed from being very factual, and perhaps heavy going, to 

b eing factual but more interesting and l1vely, in that it now 

contai ned opinions on various topics. The original purpose of 

the Banking Act Report had been to enable the Bank to give a n 

account of its stewardship ot the banking sector. It had now 

b roadened its approach in providi ng comment on various issu es . 

He questioned whether this was a positive move on the part of 
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the Bank and whether the Board of Banking Supcrv1sion were 

given the opportunity of discussing the Report in draft, in the 

same way as Court considered the Bank's Annua l Report. 

In response, Mr Foot said that the aim was t o ~ tr ike a happy 

balance and make the Report more readable. 1~ this end some 

of the points made in the editorial of the Report were ones 

that we thought were worth airing. Respondir~ to Sir David's 

enquiry about the Board of Banking Supervision, Mr Quinn 

confirmed that the Board did receive the Banking Act Report in 

draft but had not commented on the direction of the Bank's 

editorial. The Governor added that i f we were going to use 

the Report to convey messages, we should be clear and concise 

in doing so . 

Court noted the names of those to whom the Bank's powers under 

the Banking Act 1987 and the F1nancial Services Act 1986 had 

been delegated, together with details of th e Pxerc ise of those 

delegated powers. 

By way of introduction to the Report ot the Board ot Banking 

Supervision, the Governor said that Members of Court had 

suggested that it would be appropriate to dis~uss the Report 

with the members of the Board of Banking Supervision, who had 

agreed that this would be valuable. He had, therefore, 

discussed with Sir Alan Hardcastle whether it would be 

appropriate for the Bank's Executive, including those 

ex-off icio nembers of the Board of Bankinq Supervision, to 

withdraw for this discussion. They had conc_uded that, as the 

independent members of the Board had the right and a duty to 

report any matter of disagreement between then und the ex

officio members of the Board to the Chancellor of the 

Exchequer, pursuant to Section 2(5) of the Banking Act, it 

would be appropriate for the ex-officio members and other 

members of the Executive to withdraw on this occasion . 

Accordingly , the Governor, the Deputy Governor and 

Messrs Quinn, King, Plenderleith and Harris withdrew, and 

Sir David Scholey took the chair. 
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In welcoming Sir Alan Hardcastle, Lord Swaythlin~. Sir Peter 

Leslie and Messrs Foulds, Gerrard and Taylor, the independent 

members of the Board of Banking Supervision. Sir Oavid Scholey 

noted that, following the setting up of the Board in the wake 

of Johnson Matthey, responsibility for supervisory matters had 

effectively passed from Court to the Bodrd, ex~ept to the 

extent that Court remained responsible for e nsuri nq that the 

Board waz properly serviced by the Banking Supervision 

Division. He enquired whether members of the Board ever stood 

back and examined the Board 's current operationsi whether they 

had the resources to achieve their obJectives; and how their 

future format and functions might best evolve. 

In responsP, Sir Alan Hardcastle said first rh~t members of the 

Board welcomed the opportunity to meet with the Non-Executive 

Members of Court in this way . He felt that the Board had 

performed a useful function since it was established : the 

setting up of the Special Investigations Unit and the Legal 

Unit within the past two years had raised the level of 

intelligence available to Bankinq Supervision Division and to 

the Board, and had given Banking Supervision ct sharper focus . 

The Board had taken a Gr itical look at certain Aspects of 

supervision following the Bingham Report. l i E- telt that, 

generally, the Board was in a good position, having a well 

developed working relationship with the Banking Supervision 

Division who provided them with first class information, the 

quality of the papers submitted to the Board being of a very 

high standard. But the suggestion that the Board might stand 

back and take rl fresh look ar their role, and the way in which 

they approach their cas~, ~as a good one that would commend 

itself to the independent ne~bers. 

Sir Ch1ps Keswick enquired whether members of thP Board were 

comfortable with the cr1teria for assessing ritness and 

properness. Mr Gerrard said that, i n practice, ~here were two 

issues which were a matter ot concern. first, in the case of 

an appeal against the Bank's judgement, the burden of proof 

rested with the Bank a nd it had to justify its action : this 

was something that the Board would very much like to see 
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changed . Secondly, there was a particular difticulty in 

considering the fitness and properness ot individuals working 

i n o verseas banks with UK branches, where the Rank of England 

was not dble to rely on the views of the home supervisor in 

establishing fitness and properness . The Governor had 

recently writt~n to the Chancellor stcttlng Lhdt the Board of 

Ba nking Supervision agreed with the Bank on the need for a 

revision to the legislation in this respect, but it seemed t h a t 

a lack of parliamentary time would preclude any immediate 

action on this issue. 

Sir Jeremy Morse said that he felt it was valuable for Members 

of Court and the Board to meet in this ~ay to e nsure that 

things clid not ::;lip bPt~.o:een t"hem. In parti~ul a r, he \·Jas 

concerned about norale in thL BanKing Supervi s ion Division and 

whether this vas a matter of concern to be pJr~ued by Court or 

the Board. He raised the question in the cont e xt of the 

proposed organisational changes in the Bank which, inter alia, 

he understood would improve morale in Banking Supervision . In 

response, Sir Alan Hardcastle said that he thought the question 

of morale was rl matter for Court, rather than the Board of 

Banking Supervision. However, it was his viPd that despite 

t he BCCI case ctnd the Bingham Report, the quality and genera l 

attitude of staff seemed 511rprisingly good . Mr Taylor said 

t hat Members of the Board did not feel uble to judge the level 

of morale in Banking Supervision Division, but they needed to 

ensure that adequate resources were available . He had not 

sensed any reluctance on the part of the Bank to provide ei t her 

the numbers or quality of staff necessary. S ir Chips Keswick 

said that he telt that the ratio of supervisor~ to superv1sed 

was much higher than t.:ould bE> t:he equiva l ent ~ n n commercial 

organisation (bankers to customers), but Mr Foulds felt that 

this was essential ~n order to ensure that thP response time in 

dealing with cases could be quick . In this context, Sir Colin 

Corness enquired whether, post- BCCI, casPR werP brought by 

management to the Board soon enough . Members ot the Board 

agr eed that the experience ot BCCJ hacl shC'\rpenPcl the Ba nk ' s 

approach i n th1s area and had led to an improvement in the 

information systPms. 
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Finally, S~r Alan Hardcastle confirmed that there was a very 

harmonious relationship between menbers of the Board, the 

Bank's Executive who were e x-officio members or the Board, and 

the statt ot the Banking Supervision Divis1on. In response to 

Sir David Scho1ey ' s question, there were no a~pPrts of the 

Board's work or relationship with the Bank which the members 

wished t o draw to the attention of the Non-Exec utive Directors. 

~~~ 
~~ 
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The number of D1rectors assembled being insufficient to form a 

quorum, those present proceeded to the business, subject to 

ratification by the next Court . 

The Minutes of the las~ Court, having been circulated, were 

noted . 

There being no comments on ~he weekly figures, Mr Plenderleith 

spoke about the foreign exchanges and the state of the domestic 

markets. 
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The Minutes of the Court of 12 May and the Meeting of 19 May, 

having been circulated, were approved. 

There being no comments on the weekly figures, Mr Plenderleith 

spoke about the foreign exchanges and the state of the domestic 

markets. 

At the Governor's invitation, Mr King presented a draft of the 

Economic and Financial Report for May . He said that the 

remarkable feature of the economy in recent months had been the 

combination of surprisingly stable and steady economic recovery 

and instability in financial markets. Output continued to grow 

steadily at just over ~% a quarter, with a small increase in 

that growth rate in the latest quarter. All the incidental 

data indicated this was a true picture. Given that there are 

some reasons to suppose that activity has been underestimated, 

total output is probably growing at around 3% a year and non-
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oil activity at around 2~% a year. There had been no sign of 

any weakness in activity. To some extent these judgements 

reflected a view about the trade figures - although the CSO's 

audit had led to revisions in the figures, we were not all 

convinced that these figures were plausible. Although the 

balance of payments deficit may well have been underestimated, 

total manufacturing exports and output have also probably been 

underestimated. 

Since the I nflation Report had been published, the new data 

reinforced the points made in that Report. First, the 

inflation outturn had been unexpectedly good . There was some 

real news in the April inflation numbers, with underlying 

inflation according to the Government's measure fall i ng to a 

new all time low of 2.3% a year. And the Bank's underlying 

measure fell from 1.9% to 1.6%, also the lowest since the 

1960s . For policy, the question was how these low inflation 

outturns affected our view about the likely inflation rate some 

two years or so hence. It was not an easy question to answer 

because there were conflicting affects. It was not clear that 

the extent of spare capacity was still exerting downward 

pressure on inflation, and part of the fall in inflation ~n 

April reflected substantially larger discounts in the prices of 

household goods, clothing and footwear . If these discounts 

were not maintained, then inflation would inevitably bounce 

back next year. Indeed, even if the discounts persist, but 

there is no further increase in discounts, then the measured 

twelve- month inflation rate would rise at this time next year . 

It was too soon to form a judgement on this . But the lower 

starting point is likely to make some small change to our 

inflation projection. 

Mr King went on to say that in the Inflation Report we said 

that the inflation outlook remained good, but that there were 

three small clouds on the horizon. The first was the increase 

i n the r ates of monetary growth. The second was the rise in 
t h e inflation expectations seen in bond markets . There had 

been some con fusion about the difference between the Bank's 

projection for inflation expectations and that inferred from 
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bond mar ket s. The Bank's projection was for inflation over t h e 

next two years o r so. The inflat ion expectations, which it was 

poss i b l e to deduce f r om the yield curve , refer to expectations 

over a h orizon from 5 to about 20 years. The sharp rise in 

exp ected inf l ation comes i n the 5 to 1 0 year horizon . There 

was n o obvious clash between the views tha t inflation over the 

n e x t t wo years was expected to r emain low a n d the concerns 

abou t i nf lat ion in the 5 to 10 y ear period, not least because 

of political uncertainty . 

The thi r d c l oud was the impact on e a rnings. Data showed that 

the growt h rate of average underlying earnings was higher than 

expected having risen from 3 to 4% s i nce the end of last year. 

Althou gh part of this was the res ult o f bonuses and overtime 

paymen ts, it woul d seem undeniable that earnings and wage 

settlements h a d s tarte d to p i c k up. And unemployment was 

continuing to fa l l quite rapi dly. Wh i lst t his need no t 

threaten the i nf l at i on outlook, it did suggest that, as we said 

in the I nflation Report , wage developments would need t o be 

mo nitored v ery c l osely . 

The i mpact of the recent data had not led us to revise our view 

in t h e May Inflat i o n Report . The bias to ease monetary policy 

r eported in the January monthly mi nutes of the Governor

Chancellor meeting had now disappeared. But there wa s no need 

to decide or spec ula te now o n when interest rates i n due course 

s h oul d be raised. More important , was the fact that the 

month ly cycle of analysis and meetings seemed to be working 

wel l, a nd t here was a broadly similar view between the Bank a nd 

t h e Treasury about our attitude to interest rate decisions 

given the data which had emerged. Some of the press comment on 

the publication of the minutes had been rather, to use the 

technical word, exci table . But from o t hers we had seen 

evidence that the publication of the minutes had led to a more 

i n for med v iew a bout how we j udged developments in the economy, 

and led them t o a more s tab le and predictable view of how our 
views we r e lik ely to evolv e . 
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Mr Plenderleith, in introducing the discussion on monetary 

policy, said that the Inflat ion Report had indicated 3 areas 

which needed careful monitoring. The first, growth in 

earnings, had been covered. The second was the monetary data 

and in considering this he would look separately at narrow and 

broad money . It was difficult to see what the former was 

telling us. The growth in MO, at 6.2%, was above the 

monitoring range of 0% to 4%. MO, however, was not the most 

helpful way to monitor narrow money, containing as it did 

bankers balances with ourselves, which could be volatile for no 

particularly significant reason . It was better to look at the 

figures for notes a nd coin in circulation . These had been 

growing at around ~% a month until April when there had been a 

larger increase. The rate of growth was u ncomfortably fast, 

but there were reasons which could explain it. one was that 

notes and coin s in circulation are related to the level of 

retail sales . Moreover, holdi ngs of notes and coins could be 

higher because interest rates were now lower. But we would in 

due course reach a point where we would expect to see the 

growth rate in notes and coin moderate . In this connection, it 

was interesting to see that since mid-April, the faster growth 

rate i n Bank of England notes and coin had levelled out. At 

this stage, however, only limited comfort could be taken from 

this deceleration and we needed to continue to monitor the 

position closely . 

Moving on to broad money, there had been quite strong growth in 

February and March but more subdued growth in April. The 

monthly pattern was distorted by Easter and also by the effect 

of the timing of the funding of the Public Sector Borrowing 

Requiremen t - which was rear-end loaded last year. In 

addition, the month-to -month pattern of M4 growth was affected 

by portfolio adjustments in the wake of the disturbance to the 

bond markets. In the last 3 months as a whole there had been 

an average ~% growth per month in M4 - t h e same as for the l ast 

6 months of last year . In April the 3 month, 6 month and 12 

month figures all showed an annulised rate of 5 .7 %. This 

represented steady growth in the middle of the monitoring 

ranges . The lending figures remained subdued but mortgage 
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lending continued at a reasonable level, though the April 

figures were somewhat more subdued on a seasonally adjusted 

basis. The April figures also showed the first indications of 

a possible pick-up in consumer lending, although it was not 

possible to tell whether this was as a result of the tax 

increases or consumer confidence. It was possible, therefore, 

to say that broad money was on course, though narrow money 

might be a cause of concern if its growth did not moderate. 

The third area that the Inflation Report had indicated needed 

watching was inflationary expectations. The Bank had examined 

the recent rise in bond yields very careful l y and it seemed 

likely that there were five factors at work:-

1 Some rise in yields in correction to the strong rally 

last year. 

2 Technical factors pushing up yields in some areas, eg as 

building soci eties hedged their lending for fixed rate 

mortgages. 

3 Some rise in real rates, as evidenced by the rise in 

index- linked gilt yields . 

4 Some deterioration in inflation expectations. 

5 An increase in the uncertainty premium because of the 

high level of volatility. 

Thus, though a deterioration in inflationary expectations was 

part of the picture, and as such a significant concern, it was 

not the only factor, and it was important to understand all the 

factors. This was germane both to considering the monetary 

stance as a whole, but, more particularly, to planning of the 

Bank's approach to gilt-edged funding. There the Bank was 

faced with two choices: to defer funding, or to find a variety 

of ways to avoid locking into high long-dated yields. To defer 

funding could be misinterpreted as an act of weakness and could 

lead to problems later in the year; and we did not really have 
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such an option as HMT had stated in their published remit to us 

that our fundrais ing should be spread throughout the year . 

Mr Plenderleith went on to say that the Bank had therefore 

sought to c reate a variety of new instruments and these had 

been used for the last three auctions. They were:-

1 A floating rate gilt in March - which had been well 

received . 

2 In April, a standard 5 year gi l t stock but added as a 

further tranche to an existing issue in a way that 

ensured it was immediately fungible wit:h existing 

supply, which helped its liquidity attraction. The 

technical arrangements for this procedure had been 

worked out i n conjunction with the Registrar's 

Department i n Gloucester. 

3 At the end of May, a 3 year convertible stock with 4 

options t o convert in the futur e into an eighteen year 

stock. This essentially involved selling a volatility

related option and getting value for it. 

Mr Plenderleith added that the Bank' s tactics were in marked 

contr ast to those displayed the previous day by the Deutsche 

Bundesbank. They had cancelled thei r bund auction, which had 

resulted in a sharp fall in their market . It had affected 

other European markets as well. If they had cancelled their 

auction an hour earlier it would have been disastrous for the 

Bank as we were undertaking our own auction at the time. 

Mr Plenderleith said he regarded the action of the Bundesbank 

as poor debt management and clumsy tactics in the pre sent 

volatile market conditions. 

Drawing all the data together, Mr Plenderleith said that the 

picture that emerged from the d a ta was on the whole coherent 

and consistent. Recovery was proceeding on course and 

inflation was subdued. It was the reaction of the markets that 

was unstable . Ther e was a general sense that an easing in the 
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monetary stance was not called for and to do so would create an 

adverse reaction. There appeared to be a feeling that matters 

were on course. 

In opening the ensuing discussion, Sir Chips ~\eswick said that 

he would like to hear a customer say that he had read the 

Bank's economic report and dropped the hurdle rate from 15% to 

10% . He suggested that the Bank's Agents be asked to approach 

their local contacts on this point. Reiterating the Governor's 

comment that this had been done, Mr King said 200 firms had 

been approached and there was some evidence that hurdle rates 

of return had been reduced . We had learnt a 1ittle from the 

exercise but not a great deal. It was questionable whether or 

not their expectations should be influenced by what we write. 

Whereas we might be able to convince them of our analysis of 

the economic situation, we could not convince them of what the 

policy would be in 5 years time - which was the horizon for 

investment decisions . We cannot pretend to d(atermine, only to 

influence. 

Sir Jeremy Morse said he found it a very interesting time. 

There were benefits to be derived from the uncertainty of 

whether or not inflation had been suppressed. He thought 

inflation was temporarily suppressed and we slhould err on that 

side . Perceptions had changed, and it was important to get 

inflation out of the automat i c system, but in his view 

inflation would remain subdued . There was a tactical, as 

opposed to strategic argument, for interest rates remaining 

where they were. There were three reasons for this, to smooth 

the market, to help Mr Plenderleith with his complex funding 

and politically. It was dangerous to rest the argument on the 

bogey of inflation. Uncertainty had its good side, it shifted 

the ordinary man away from the expectation of inflation. 

Sir Jeremy Morse welcomed warmly the publications of the 

minutes of the monthly meetings between the Governor and the 

Chancellor. It was good to see an increase in the Bank's 

influence but he wondered if, as a result, the Treasury would 

be more hostile about the Bank's autonomy. 
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The Governor responded by saying there was no sensitivi ty on 

the part of the Chancellor of the Exchequer, he was robust 

about autonomy . It had been the media who had been attempting 

to play up differences . But it was a situation to which the 

Bank must be sensitive . The Governor continuE~d by saying that 

in his evidence the previous day to the Treasury Select 

Committee he had emphasised that the Bank had agreed to the 

reduction in interest rates in February. It 'Nas very important 

we did not overstep the mark and embarrass th•e Government. At 

the moment they were not looking to rein back the position we 

had reached. Any aggressive push should come from them, not 

from us . 

Returning to the question of inflation, Sir Christopher Hogg 

thought we were some months off the crunch point. We had been 

entering the danger zone for some time. The effect was that 

things were getting better; the slack in capacity was being 

taken up. Sir David Lees said that he found t hat an 

interesting observation. He went on to say that in a recent 

discussion of monetary policy with a group of 20 businessmen, 

he had found a unanimous view that any further easing of policy 

would not be a g ood idea. It was important to be consistent. 

The economy was getting into the position where the next move 

should be one of tightening, and not easing, although he hoped 

thi s was still some way off. 

Answering the Governor's question concerning the expectations 

of the CBI, Sir David Lees said that the pressure for easing 

had receded . There were still concerns about: the effect of the 

tax increases although these were diminishin~r. People felt 

business was improving . There was no clamour for a further 

easing of monetary policy. The Governor comnnented that at some 

point we wou l d need to face this dif f iculty. We would need to 

persuade people that a tightening of policy \vas necessary to 

sustain growth . I t was what the United statE~s had been doing -

raisi ng rates to sustain r e covery. Sir David Lees added that 

he was pleased to see that t h e Prime Minster ,, in his foreword 

to the White Paper on competitiveness , had made the point that 
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it was necessary to have low inflation to encourage 

competitiveness . 
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Sir David Cooksey said that there was a desire across a range 

of small firms that the situation be kept stable . Speaking of 

these firms, Sir David Cooksey said that banks, who in the past 

had been loathe to offer term loans were now forcing such loans 

on them which was having the effect of forcing up i nterest 

rates. The Governor said the position was difficult. Both 

sides had agreed there should be more facilities. one went 

through these swings but he found it hard to believe loans were 

being forced on companies . If that was the case they should go 

elsewhere. Mr Quinn commented that he had just completed a 

round of prudential discussions with major banks. The demand 

for credit was hard to detect. The banks were claiming that 

for the first time they were beginning to price credits for the 

very long term. It was, Sir Jeremy Morse commented, a feature 

of this stage of the cycle. 

Under the weekly executive report, Mr Quinn reminded Members of 

Court that following last year's Returned No1:e Incident, the 

Audit Committee and Court had asked for consideration to be 

given to 100% sorting of paid in notes as an alternative to the 

continuation of the current arrangements where only some 40% of 

returned notes are sorted. A Working Party \4as set up and they 

had carried out extens i ve research and detailed consideration 

of the various options. In doing so they we Jre governed by two 

principles. The first, to improve the integJrity of the notes 

in circulation . The second related to the commercial case - to 

see whether 100% sorting yielded net financial benefits in 

terms of recoveries for counterfeits and notes fit for 

subsequent resale to the banks . 

The question that arose was whether or not one needed to sort 

100% of used notes to achieve both objectives . Coopers and 

Lybrand, who had recently carried out a value for money audit 

of the Printing Works, thought not. But it was not a question 

that needed to be decided immediately. In the meantime, four 

obsolete sorting machines had been replaced with machines that 
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should provide a significantly higher throughput and, 

therefore, increase the proportion of notes sorted from some 

40% to over 50%. we should then know whether or not we needed 

to go for 100% sorting, taking account of both security and 

financial considerations. The steps that had been taken did 

not close off any of our broader options - particularly those 

relating to the Branches. 

In response to a question from Ms Masters, who thought it odd 

to increase the capacity of note sorting, Mr Quinn said that 

Coopers and Lybrand had recommended that the level of note 

sorting could be much lower than at the moment for sampling 

purposes; however we needed to install new machinery in any 

case to maintain our ability to meet the requirements for our 

note sorting contracts. Sir David Cooksey commented that he 

felt it was very unsat i sfactory that coopers and Lybrand's 

report had not given the Governor any indica1~ion of the factors 

that could be used to identify where progress could be made. 

·. '\-'-~ Jl;re-v 
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A COURT OF DIRECTORS AT THE BANK 

THURSDAY 2 JUNE 1994 

Present 

Edward Alan John George, Esq, Governor 

Rupert Lascelles Pennant-Rea, Esq, Deputy Gov~rnor 

Mrs Frances An ne Heaton 

Pendarell Hugh Kent, Esq 

Sir John Chippendale Lindley Keswick 

Mervyn Allister King, Esq 

Ms Shei l a Valerie Masters 

Sir Christopher Jeremy Morse, KCMG 

Ian Plenderleith, Esq 

Hugh Christopher Emlyn Harris, Esq 

The Minutes of the last Court, having been ctrculated, were 

approved. 
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There being no comments on the weekly figure s , Mr Plenderleith 

spoke about the foreign exchanges, including the Official 

Reserves figures for May, and the state of the domestic 

markets. 

There were no items for discussion under the weekly executive 

report . 

!l ~-Jr ~- flee 
( -----



A MEETING OF DIRECTORS AT THE BANK 

WEDNESDAY 8 JUNE 1994 

Present 

Rupert Lascelles Pennant- Rea Esq, Deputy Governor 

Pendarell Hugh Kent, Esq 

Mervyn Allister King, Esq 

ran Plenderleith, Esq 

Hugh Christopher Emlyn Harris, Esq 
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The Minutes of the last Court, having been circulated, were noted. 

Mr Plenderleith spoke about the foreign exchanges and the state of 

the domestic markets. 



A COURT OF DIRECTORS AT THE BANK 

THURSDAY 16 JUNE 1994 

Present 

Edward Alan John George, Esq, Governor 

Rupert Lascelles Pennant-Rea, Esq, Deputy Governor 

Sir David James Scott Cooksey 

Sir Colin Ross Corness 

Mrs Frances Anne Heaton 

Sir Christopher Anthony Hogg 

Sir Mart i n Wakefie ld Jacomb 

Pendarell Hugh Kent, Esq 

Sir John Chippendale Lindley Keswick 

Mervyn Allister King, Esq 

Ms Sheila Valerie Masters 

Ian Plenderlei th, Esq 

Brian Quinn, Esq 

Sir David Gerald Scholey, CBE 

Professor Sir Roland Smith 

Hugh Christopher Emlyn Harris, Esq 
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The Minutes or the court of 2 June and those~ of the Meeting of 

8 June, having been circulated, were approved. 

Details of the weekly figures and graphs r elating to the state 

of the fore ign exchanges and the domestic markets were laid 

before Court. 

Sir Martin Jacomb, 1n his capacity as Chairrnan of the Trustees, 

introduced two Reports relating to the Staff Pension Fund. 

The first related to a Report from the Chief Investment 

Manager, outlining his management of the Pension Fund 
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Investment Portfolio during the latest period. Sir Martin said 

that the Trustees had asked the Bank to provide a letter 

s t ating that the Bank recognised and accepted the continuing 

risks associated with the investment strategy of the portfolio 

of assets continuing to be invested primarily in equities. 

This with the objective of maximising returns, notwithstanding 

the maturity of the Fund's liabilities. Such a letter had been 

received from t he Deputy Governor. 

Moving on to the second Report, this contained recommendations 

concerning the increases in pensions and allowances paid from 

the Staff Pension Fund with effect from 1 July 1994, together 

with a recommendation that future annual pension increases 

should be approved by the Governors . 

Both recommendations were approved by Court . 

The Governor, having declared his potential interest in the 

Court Pension Scheme, together with those of the Deputy 

Governor and Messrs Quinn, King, Kent and Plenderleith, i n vited 

Sir Colin Corness, the Chairman of the Trustees of the Court 

Pension Scheme, to introduce certain recommendations from the 

Trustees. Sir Colin Corness said that, having approved the 

r ecommendations in the Report of the Trustees of the Staff 

Pension Fund, it was now also appropriate for Court to consider 

the question of increasing the pensions and allowances payable 

to former Governors and Executive Directors, and to the widows 

of former Governors and Executive Directors, with effect from 

1 July . The Report conta ined, also, two further 

recommendations concerning widows' allowances. 

court approved the three recommendations contained in the 

Report . 

In thanking the Chairman of the Trustees of the Staff Pension 

Fund and the Court Pension Scheme, t h e Governor asked that the 
tha nks of Court be conveyed to the Chief Investment Manager in 

0 acknowledgement of the performance of the Staff Pension Fund, 

; I 



which was in the top one per cent of a survey that had been 

undertaken of the performance o f such Funds. 
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With reference to a Minute of 1 July 1993, the Governor 

introduced a Resolution appointing Mr Kentf ield to act as the 

Bank's rep resentative, and exercise powers on behalf of the 

Bank, at meetings of the Board of Financial Law Panel Ltd. 

Accordingly, to put this into effect, it was RESOLVED that 

consequent upon the appoint ment of Mr G E A Kentfield to the 

Board of Financial Law Panel Ltd and pursuant: to section 375 of 

the Company's Act 1985, as amended and extended by the 

Company's Act 1989, and until otherwise resolved by the court 

of Directors, Mr G E A Kentfield be appointed under Article 17 

of the Articles of Association of Financial Law Panel Ltd, to 

r epresent the Bank, and exercise powers on behalf of the Bank, 

at meet ings of Financial Law Panel Ltd and a1: meetings of the 

company . 

With reference to a Minute of 10 March 1994, the Governor 

introduced a Resolution concerning changes t<) the Board of 

BE Museum Ltd. It was RESOLVED that conseqm:mt upon the 

appointment of Mr D F Hills to the Board of BE Museum Ltd, and 

pursuant to Section 375 of the Company ' s Act 1985, as amended 

and extended by the Company's Act 1989, Mr H c E Harris, or 

fai ling him, Mr J R E Footman, or failing him, Mr G A 

Croughton, or failing him , Mr D F Hills be authorised to act as 

a representative of the Governor and company of the Bank of 

Eng land at any meeting of BE Museum Ltd. 

At the Governor's invitation, and with the agreement of Members 

of Court, Sir Pet er Petrie, an Adviser to the Governor on 

Parliame ntary matters, and author of the paper "The Bank's 

relations with Parliament: recent experience ", and Mr Footman, 

the Head of Information Division, and author of the paper on 

" Opinion Polls", attended court for the discussion of these two 

papers, which carne under the general head ing of Public Affairs. 

In introducing the discussion on the Bank's relations with 

Parliament, the Deputy Governor said that the briefing meet i ngs 
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for MPs were started some two years ago. It was necessarily a 

slow process, as it was only possible to accommodate 10/12 

visitors at a time. Nevertheless, it was an essential process 

that would bear fruit in the long term. The!re were important 

messages to get across to MPs, for example BCCI where MPs' 

constituents had an interest. The briefi ngs took place in a 

relaxed atmosphere and considerable time was left for 

questions . Although these events were time consuming, they 

were very worthwhile. Sir Peter Petrie added that these 

briefings were one instrument among many which the Bank could 

use to help get our message across. We now needed to consider 

whether we should focus on other groups such as MPs' personal 

assistants and researchers etc. It would bta interesting, 

therefore, to know what other people did in ·this field as well. 

Sir Christopher Hogg said that these brietinqs were admirable; 

but so far as extending them to other groups, he suggested that 

the House of Lords was a rather lower priority. He suggested 

that it was important for the Bank to adopt an even-handed 

approach irrespective of the views of the recipients, and 

enquired whether MEPs were included in the invitations, whether 

we did something similar for journalists, and whether there was 

any advantage in inviting in the City Editors for such 

briefings. In response, Mr Footman said that we did not 

target the city Editors or senior journalists in this formal 

way because they had their own contacts within the Bank. 

However, we did approach journalists at a lower level. In 

response to Sir Christopher Hogg's comment about even

handedness, Sir Peter Petrie said that to date the number of 

Labour MPs who had been to the Bank had increased to some 55 or 

60, compared with the figure of 34 quoted in the paper. 

Following on Sir Christopher Hogg's comment about br iefing 

young journalists, Mrs Heaton enquired whether, in the context 

of the Bank's relations with Whitehall, we had considered 

inviting junior civil servants, not only from HM Treasury but 

from other Departments too. Sir David Cooksey suggested, as 

well, that there might be some value in keeping in touch with 
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the Librarians at the House of Commons as, from his experience, 

MPs frequently sought advice from that source. 

In response, Mr Footman said that the Bank had frequent contact 

with the House of Commons Librarian and that many MPs wanting 

information did make enquiries of the Informa·tion Division. 

Sir Peter Petrie said that in addition to the areas already 

mentioned, the Bank kept in close contact with the clerks of 

the TCSC - one in fact was to be seconded to the Bank shortly 

for a period o f two years . 

In response to Ms Masters's question about the numbers of MPs 

that the Bank was targeting, Sir Peter Petrie said that at the 

present time we had been in contact with about 100 out of the 

600 Members of Parliament. He thought that it was appropriate 

for us to aim at around 300 in the first instance. However, 

there was the quest i on of providing follow-up or refresher 

courses which would enable us to update MPs on current issues 

but these courses took a considerable amount of the Governor's 

time. 

Ms Masters questioned whether it was necessary for the Governor 

to be involved in all of these briefings. In response, the 

Deputy Governor said that it made a considerable difference if 

the Governor was involved. The MPs attached much significance 

to the Governor's commitment to these briefing sessions. 

Looking at the broader issue, Sir David Scholey said that, 

whilst he would not wish to increase the burden on the Bank, he 

was aware that many people in the City had never been in the 

Bank. He suggested that with the recent debate on 

independence, and the publication of the minutes of the 

Governor's meetings with the Chancellor, it 'was an important 

time for the Bank to continue the de-mystifying process. He 

suggested, therefore, that invitations might be extended to the 

whole business community. In response, the Deputy Governor 
said that we were stepping up the numbers of people being 

invited to lunch in the Bank and this enabled us to make and 



maintain the contacc with wider groups of people in the City 

and elsewhere . 
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Th e Governor said that although it required a1 big effort on the 

part of the Bank to maintain these briefing sess i ons for MPs, 

he felt it was right that we should do it, and enquired whether 

a ny of the Non-Executive Directors had any fee dback. In 

response, Sir Christopher Hogg said that, generally speaking, 

the feedback he had about the Bank, though not necessarily from 

MPs, was very constructive and re-assuring . Mr Kent said that 

a City contact of his, had, the previous day, said how good the 

Bank Briefing was and had suggested that we should spread it 

freely around the City "like confetti". Mr Quinn added that 

from his point of view he was convinced that personal contact, 

though requi r ing time, was much better than relying on TV and 

media coverage general l y. Finally, Sir Chips Keswick said 

that he appreciated that this was a very demanding avenue to 

pursue and that a disproportionate amount of t i me should not be 

spent in its pursuit. 

Moving on to the second paper, and whether or not the Bank 

should use opinion pol l s to establish what pE~ople in the City 

and elsewhere thought about us, Sir Colin Corness said that he 

was very sceptical about employing opinion pollsters. They 

usually had several clients paying for the same work, the 

results were often too general to be valuabl•: and were not 

necessarily specific to one's own organisation. 

Sir David Scholey agreed, and suggested that i f the Bank wished 

to gather this sort of information we mi ght be more systematic 

in receiving and recording what others were saying about us. 

Sir David Cooksey said that when Howard Davies was working in 

the Audit Commission he carried out a poll f•or HMT about the 

public's attitudes towards them. The poll targeted a number 

of outside contacts whom HMT respected and suggested be 

questioned . When asked for their views on the Treasury, 

however, the same high opinion was not always reciprocated by 
these contacts. A survey of this type could be very 

effective. Sir Roland Smith said that from his experience 

MORI had been particularly helpful when carrying out an 
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internal poll. In response the Governor said that he was 

i nterested in the exercise that Howard Davies had carried out 

and would raise it with him when they met shortly . He 

thought, as well, that it might be helpful for the Bank to 

consider an internal poll once the changes being brought about 

at the present time had settled down . 

Sir Roland Smith asked what the Bank had learned from these 

meetings with MPs and whether anyone outside the Bank, and 

particularly in Government, had challenged our reasons for 

doing them. In response, the Governor said that both 

Whitehall and Government were aware of what INe were doing and 

were perfectly content. They accepted what we were doing and 

he felt thdt this said much for them and their attitude towards 

us. 

At the Governor's invitation and with the agreement of Members 

of Court, Miss Place, the Deputy Governor's Private Secretary, 

who had been closely involved in the reorganisation following 

the meeting at Ashridge, attended Court for the discussion of 

the two papers on Ashridge- related issues. 

In introducing the first paper entitled "Asbridge - structure 

and numbers " , the Deputy Governor said that, on structures, we 

were just past the time of maximum uncertainty . Such a 

situation was inevitable when changes of the magnitude of those 

under way took place. There was bound to be a lot of 

resistance and scepticism. Staff wanted to know the effect 

that it would have on them individually. Therefore, we had 

been removing these uncertainties and making people more 

positive . This was true, also, with the change t o the 

Intern ational Divisions. Staff were starting to appreciate 

that the folding in of work on the international dimension into 

the Bank's structure was a natural progression. Much of the 

initial hostility had now been dissipated, as staff were 

becoming excited at the prospect of becominq plugged in to the 
Bank's main activities. Doubts were dimini s;hing, as well, over 

the perceived gap between the two wings and,. there was a 
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feeling developing that the joining together of the operational 

and the analytical work will succeed. 

The same progress had not been made, however, on staff issues. 

Some of the changes were alien to the traditional Bank approach 

and, because of this, they were being magnified. There had 

been a move away from the traditional approach, but not to an 

extreme, and anxieties will be shown to have been exaggerated. 

We had asked Directors, and their Deputies, whom they would 

need to do the jobs at different levels in the two wings. 

Those who had not been bid for, had been told that there was 

not a job for them in ~he new Bank. There had been no question 

of compulsory redundancy. We were working closely with those 

who wanted to find another job outside the Bank, and all those 

concerned had been offered a favourable seve:rance package. 

This had helped to soften the blow, but it had been a blow 

nevertheless, and represented a change in the Bank's approach . 

It is likely that severance on this scale will be a one-off 

exercise. If our staffing policies in the future are right, 

and the Bank works well, it will not be necessary subsequently 

for people to leave the Bank in this manner . The situation, 

not un naturally, had provoked an atmosphere of some fear and 

unease, but it was necessary to get through the processes as 

soon as possible. Most staff were keen to see the Bank value 

management, and not just technical ability. If we can motivate 

staff, then there will be enthusiasm f or what is proposed . 

In opening the ensuing discussion, Sir Chips Keswick said he 

was concerned to read in the paper, on staff Issues after 

Ashridge, the implication that unless staff were highly 

qualified in economics, their parameters were limited. He felt 

it was very important to understand risk . You had to have good 

information, and good street walkers who provided this 

information . Therefore, the door should not: be shut on those 

who were not highly qualified; they should not be made to feel 

they had nothing to offer. In response, thE~ Governor said that 

whilst he accepted it was necessary to understand risk, he did 

not accept that those who were economically literate did not 

understand such matters . An intense debate had taken place in 
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the Bank about the merits, or otherwise, of E!conomic literacy. 

It was felt that staff must have this ability if they were to 

hold their own in senior positions in the Bank. It was very 

necessary in their dealings with those outside the Bank . Those 

who were deficient in this regard we would hHlp understand and 

train. 

Sir Christopher Hogg drew attention to the question of 

immediate redundancies. It was, he said, a very painful one; 

more so at senior level. But it was not an issue to fudge. 

If there was not a place for someone, then they should go. His 

second point, in the context of longer term policy, was that he 

was confused over the difference between someone whose career 

h a d peaked, and someone no longer making a contribution. Many 

people reached a peak early, but that did not mean, 

necessarily, they had no further contribution to make. He had 

a feeljng this point had not been put across suff1ciently 

clearly . The Deputy Governor said that an article had appeared 

in the Bank's fortnightly staff paper covering this point, with 

the result that there was now a better understanding. But what 

Sir Christopher Hogg had said was absolutely right; there were 

a number of people whose careers had peaked, but were making a 

full contribution through their experience. 

Ms Masters said she had a small point to make on terminology. 

She found the term "second jobber" an insul t .ing term for those 

joining the Bank from outside who might, as a result, feel they 

were not pnrt of the Bank. As a second jobber himself, the 

Deputy Governor said he accepted the point; the term was 

essentially one of shorthand. 

Focusing on those who were leaving, Sir David Cooksey suggested 

they should be moved out in a more systemat.Lc way, with account 

being taken of the possibilities afforded by secondments. The 

Deputy Governor agreed that such matters, if at all possible, 

s h ould be handled in a sympathetic manner . 

Having visited one of the Branches recently, Sir David Scholey 

said that the note on staff issues had come as something of an 
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exocet . It was seen as the manifestation of a change of 

culture that was taking place within the Bank. There would be 

a long tail of reaction . As Court, in recent years, had had 

more contact with senior people in the Bank, he suggested they 

should be made aware of the names of people who had not 

succeeded. He went on to ask where the pockets and levels of 

r esistance were . Were any of them identifiable? 

In reply, the Deputy Governor said yes, amongst ages and 

generations . He had met some recent graduates the previous 

evening, who, not having the attachment to the past, were all 

enthusiastic about the changes. Those who h.ad been in the Bank 

for some time, naturally, felt cynical. There had been 

previous reclassifications which they felt had not worked. so 

far as areas were concerned, it was hard to be precise. There 

h ad been, as already mentioned, initial unease in the 

International Divisions, but this was now diminishing. 

For his part, Mr King said that although there was unease among 

economists, there was no bad feeling . On the international 

level people felt they could identify now with how the 

operation was being conducted, as opposed to undertaking tasks 

wh ich appeared largely irrelevant . The bene~fit of the exercise 

lay with the fact that we had asked what we wanted people to do 

and who we wanted for these tasks . For some there was not a 

job but, in most cases, they had been relie~red and, indeed, 

grateful to have been told, despite it coming as a shock. 

Mr Plenderleith said he agreed with the 

react ion, but he had some reservations. 

inter national work was welcomed, as was 

sense of general 

The integration of 

the prospect of greater 

line involvement and back up, although there was some 

scepticism as to how this might work. Also, it was good to 

involve younger people ear l ier in their careers. His 

reservations centred, first, on whether the proposals could be 

made to work - this would be a challenge . :second, i f t her e was 
a great e r tendency for peop le to move out of the Bank before 

t heir 40 year career was complete, it would help those who 

moved u p to take their places, but not if they were 
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ineffective . It would become a source for concern for people 

in their forties that they could become redundant at a time 

when their personal overheads were at a maxintum. It was 

important that the Bank was not seen as a hirer and firer, but 

continued to be seen as a responsible employer. 

Sir David Scholey commented that attention should be given to 

the d evelopment of management skills; not necessarily one of 

the strengths of those in the Bank. Mr Harris felt this aspect 

was one to be emphasised; it was important that we assessed 

staff on these abilities. Noving on to the question of pay, he 

said we lost a lot of analysts and officials into the City as a 

result of the higher salaries that were on offer. In view of 

the great er career uncertainties that staff 'Nould feel they 

faced, they would be looking to be paid more by way of 

compensation. There was likely to be a need to increase 

salaries for those in their late twenties. 

Mr Quinn thought the turmoil in the minds of staff stemmed 

largely from the fact they were being asked to take on quite a 

number of significant changes at the same time . Also, the 

downside of the changes, the release of 20 staff, was seen to 

be h appening, but none of the upside. He was surprised, also, 

by a number of good middle managers who had expressed concerns 

that they saw no future for themselves in the organisation, as 

they had reached the limits of their potential . However, he 

saw the atmosphere improving after 4 July, when the new 

structure actually became operational. He drew a parallel with 

the Reserve Bank of New Zealand, which had gone through a 

similar restructuring quite recently, losing half of its staff 

i n the process. Subsequently, the exercise had been regarded 

as successful . 

Sir Martin Jacomb expressed concern that the~ emphasis on good 

management was an invitation for everyone to show they were 

ma nagers . It was important t o contain this process, as there 

were s ome who should not become managers. 
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Returning to the question of delegation, the Deputy Governor 

said it was easy to talk in general terms, what mattered was 

specific . Senior management would be lookinq at this question 

over the coming months and at the end of that: period he would 

welcome enquiries from Court on what progress had been made. 

There was a lot of appetite for further dele9ation, but we were 

not yet in a position to go into the detail . He went on to say 

that management started at a particular leve1. Many did not 

have such a responsibility, although those who were more senior 

did. We had not encouraged in the past the worth that the 

management side of a job should be given. 

Sir Roland Smith saw risks in delegating. H·~ viewed managers 

as akin to university tutors, with a role in developing 

subordinates. Mr Plenderleith said the text in the paper that 

had been issued had been discussed by the Executive Directors. 

The extent of delegation varied according to the work involved. 

In the Regulation, Supervision and Surveillance area, there was 

certainly scope; but in the Markets area, de l egation was more 

difficult. Work could be delegated, but responsibility could 

not. The team must produce the right result. You could 

involve management and staff much more in the process, seeking 

their advice and v iews on what should be done. 

Sir Christopher Hogg said he had two particular thoughts. The 

first was that the biggest long term stimulus to a change in 

culture was education - which could be achieved in many ways. 

The second related to the Bank's public relations and third 

core purpose. If the educational process was to be taken 

seriously, why not involve people from outside the Bank? Set 

up an arena where people from the Bank and outs1ders, such as 

those from the financial markets, could mix. Such an 

arrangement could exert influence in the fut:ure in the 

financial sector. 

Sir Colin Corness expressed unease with the comment in the 

paper that the overriding reason for remaining on the staff 

would be that an individual had more to contribute . There were 

many who did a good job but who could not contribute more. The 
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Ban k needed good solid regular performers. He felt the paper 

over- emphasised the need to advance and improve; there were 

some who did not want to move. He appreciated the paper was 

directed at off i cials and potentia l officials, and that the 

same criteria would not apply to officers . The Governor agreed 

it was i mportan t to get this point across to officers . 

Sir Colin corness added that it would be necessary to look 

c l osel y at staff benefits . Whilst cheap moritgages and pension 

rights were attractive, and important to lonq servers, the same 

was not true for those serving a shorter time. It was 

important they did not become hooke d in by their mortgages. 

Mr Plenderleith saw as one of the fundamenta l problems people 

staying in the same job for too long, which stemmed from the 

fact they reached senior positions in their careers too soon. 

People performed well for 15 years but in so doing blocked off 

younger staff. It was necessary that the elders moved out of 

the Bank so that we did not lose the youngsters . But we must 

achieve a balance. 

The Governor concluded by thanking Members of Court for a very 

useful discussion . He added that the changes that would be 

necessary to the Bank's Purposes, Responsibl.lities and 

Philosophy statement would be considered lat:er in the year. 

At the Governor's invitation, Mr Quinn introduced two 

Resolutions, the first concerning an extension of the 

delegation to prosecute on behalf of the Bank under the Banking 

Acts 1979 and 1987 . Accordingly, it was RESOLVED that further 

to t h e Resolution of Court passed on 13 July 1989 (whereby 

Cour t authorised the Governors and certain categories of 

official to exercise severally on behalf of the Bank all of the 

powers, duties and functions of the Bank under the Banking Acts 

1979 and 1987), and with immediate effect, ·~ach of the persons 

for the time being holding the positions of Governor (as 

defined in the Regulations), Head or Deput y Head of Banki ng 
Sup e rv ision Division or Head of Wholesale M.arkets Supervision 

Division (or any successor positions to such positions) be 

sever ally authorised to prosecute on behalf of the Bank any 
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proceedings for criminal offences, where suclh offences arise 

under any statute other than the Banking Acts 1979 and 1987 (as 

amended) or under the common law, with power to delegate at his 

sole d iscretion and on such terms as he thinks fit such 

authority . 

The authority hereby conferred shall with immediate effect 

supersede and replace any and all previous authorisations in 

relation to the same matters, without prejudice to anything 

done pursuant to any such previous authorisation prior to the 

passing of the resolution. 

The second Resolution corrected an inconsis t ency in the current 

Resolutions delegating authority under the Banking Act, the 

Banking Co-ordination Regulations and the Financial Services 

Act. It brought into line the wording of the delegation of 

authority under the Financial Services Act ~1ith that of the 

Banking Act. Accordingly it was RESOLVED that with immediate 

effect each of the persons for the time being holding the 

positions of Governor (as defined in the Re9ulations ) or Head 

of Wholesale Markets Supervision Division (or any successor to 

such position) be authorised to exercise on behalf of the Bank 

any and all of the powers and functions conferred on or vested 

in the Bank by or under the Financial Services Act 1986 (as 

amended) and all powers duties and functions of the Bank in 

respect of the operation of, and the supervision of 

institutions conducting business in, the gilt-edged markets, 

with power to delegate at his sole discretion and on such terms 

as he thinks fit any and each of such powers, duties or 

functions to any officer, servant or agent of the Bank. The 

authority hereby conferred shall with immediate effect 

supersede and replace any or all previous authorisation in 

relation to the same matters, without prejudice to anything 

done pursuant to any such previous authorisations prior to the 

passing of this resolution. 

The Governor went on to mention that in these Resolutions 

reference was made specifically to the Executive Director 

responsible for Monetary Policy and Operations and the 
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Supervision of the Wholesale Markets as well as reference to a 

previous Resolution naming the Head and Depu1ty Head of Banking 

Supervision . Provision was made in these resolutions that they 

apply to the successor positions to such positions . 

Therefore, from 4 July, and as a result of the restructuring, 

the positions previously mentioned would be taken over, in so 

far as they applied to these Acts and Regulations, by the 

Executive Director responsible for Regulation, Supervision and 

Surveillance. 

In this context Court, on 11 December 1986, had Resolved that 

the Chief of the Banking Department, for the time being, be 

authorised to act as the representative of the Governor and 

Company of the Bank of England at any meeting of a number of 

companies connected with cheque and credit clearing. Again, as 

a result of the changes taking place on 4 July, this authority 

would in future be vested in the Chief Cashier. 

Under the Weekly Executive Report:-

(i) The Governor said that a number of gifts had been 

received from overseas Central Banks to mark the Bank's 

Tercentenary and these were on display in Mr Crockett's 

former room . Sir Martin Jacomb said that, in the 

context of the Tercentenary, he thought that the 

Symposium at the Barbican had been an outstanding 

occasion and appreciated greatly by ·those attending. 

The Governor thanked him for his com:ments and in 

agreeing the occasion had been successful, said great 

credit was to due to the Secretary and his team. 

(ii) In updating Court on the progress of the pay 

negotiations with the main bargaining unit, Mr Harris 

said they had reached a mid-stage . The bargaining unit, 

which covered the pay of the Officers and other allied 
groups, was the last in the cycle of Bank settlements 

for 1994 and was due to be effective from 1 July. BIFU 

had submitted a claim for a 5% incre!ase in salary 
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(minimum £500), together with improvements to the 

arrangements for personal loans. The first meetin g of 

the negotiating council had taken place at which a 2% 

across the board offer had been made, but no 

improvements to the terms for personal loans . The offer 

had been rejected . Mr Harris said, in accordance with 

the guidelines agreed by Court, he would settle at 2~% 

and no more. 

(iii) With reference to a Minute of 14 April, Mr Kent updated 

Court on the flotation of 3i. He said preparations for 

the flotation of some 40% of 3i were proceeding 

satisfactorily, with the offer due to open on 22 June 

and close on 6 July. Final size and pricing 

discussions were underway and a decision was expected 

soon. current indications suggested that the Bank will 

contribute pro rata to the flotation, thereby reducing 

its stake to just below 10% . A flotation at the level 

indicated will produce gross proceeds for the Bank of 

some £80mn in mid- July. 
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The number of Directors assembled being insu f ficient to form a 

quorum, t hose present proceeded to the business, subject to 

ratification by the next Court. 

The Minutes of the last Meeting, having been circulated, were 

noted. 

Mr Quinn spoke about the weekly figures and Mr Plenderleith 

spoke about the foreign exchanges and the state of the domestic 

markets. 

There were no items for discussion under the weekly executive 

report. 

.,..-------
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